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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29,
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WAS IT MURDER

1

SCORES ITALY

ACCIDENT

?

On Second Day of His Tour Says Civilized Europe Must Mystery Surrounds Killing of
Pennants Galore and Much Blockade of Tripoli's Coast Received 228 Votes On First
and
Then
Secundino
Ballot,
In Iowa He Meets Many
Protest Against Treatment
Is to ' Begin' This
AmaliaCos-- .
Bunting If Evidence to
Romero
Votes
Had
Who
75
Moved
Nomination
Be
Warm
Afternoon'
Friends
of
tillo Last Night
t
Extend Welcome
Turkey
.;.
Made Unanimous. Wild Cheering as Delegates March
SPmiHB 'Jvv Around Convention Hall Smoking Corn Cob Pipe of
CALLS
ON
OPEN
THE poaiE-tssnCHIEF"
IS
HELD
FILUGEJNO VIOLENCE ELMS HERRERA
Norainations.--ResolutionPeace.
Other
Con,
Adopted
and!
But Declares He b Positively Expresses Surprise at Action
demn Blue Ballot Scheme of Amending Constitution This "Progressive" United States Already News of War Creates A 38 Caliber Revolver Was Used
Senator at Last Extends
Trouble In Ottoman
Hopes War May Be
and Bullet Entered Above
Not Out for Nomination for
ld

:

f

u.

rajUI.HOB

s

Averted.

Governor.

Welcome.

The officials of the capitol as well SXSCSXXSSXXSStStXXSC
as the others who went to the Las St " Strength of the Belligerents. St
are X
Italy possesses a permanent X
Vegas convention from Santa Fe
luxuri-ou- s Jt
of about 707,000 men, In- - X
In
army
their
expected back tonight
'
car.
They
eluding reserves, a mobile mill- - X
"Lusitania" Pullman
tia of 308,000, and a territorial X
will likely arrive on the late train.
X militia of 2,222,000 men, mak- - X
Capitol Is Ready.
X lng in all over three million X
building
As yesterday, the capitol
was dull today as far as news was X men. It has a relatively pow- - $
X
concerned but it was bright and gay X erful fleet
Turkey or the Ottoman Em-- X
from a decorative standpoint The
'
pire's army Is divided Into sev- - X
hustling committees of Santa Peans
of X
who are making ready for the Demo- X en army corps, and In
on
X
St
down
a
million
war
(
will
swoop
approximately
that
host
cratic
the city the first of next week to hold X men can be put In the field. But X
a Democratic state convention here, St Turkey's navy, compared to St
have put up hundreds of pennants and X. Italy's, Is weak, as she has only- St
the" Jt six cruisers, two of them modX
many yards of bunting all over
ves- - X
capitol, In the corridors and through- X ern,;and several smaller
X
out the hall of representatives wnere X seUk
X X XX X X X X X X X X X X X X
the convention will be held.
'5; The pennants are of white, yellow,
red and blue and on some are writ- ; Rome, Italy, Sept. 29. - Italy' has de;
ten the words r'Santa Fe" and on oth- clared war on Turkey.
' The official , announcement
was
ers "State" and the letters "N. M."
made late this afternoon. 'If declared
Chief Is Here.
Coming as' the chief of the advance that the two countries were in a state
two
guard, W. C. McDonald, chairman of Of war beginning at half past
the Democratic Central Committee ar--. o'clock, on the afternoon of Friday,
rived here late last night from his September 29.
.This is the hour at which the Italian
ranches near Carrizozo. Mr. McDonald was seen at breakfast this morn- ultimatum to Turkey expired and foling at the Palace Hotel by a repre- lowed a session of the cabinet at
sentative of the New Mexican and which the Turkish reply was considasked If he would run for governor. ered and found unsatisfactory.
"You may say for me," he replied,
Though every indication pointed to
"that I am not and I do not expect to this action by the royal government
be a candidate for governor on the there was always a possibility that
Democratic or any other ticket 1 the good offices of other governments
have a great deal of business to at- would be successful In avoiding hostend to already.' I do not desire the tilities and when the final decision
office."
' of the cabinet was announced the exAsked who in his party DID desire citement throughout the city was In'
'
,
it, Mr. McDonald laughed, but was tense.
was
..It
plain frqpt, Throughout the earlier hours of the
his conversation that he thought day- the paper had issued special edithere is plenty of good timber without tions announcing that the Italian fleet
was moving in plain sight of the coast
going outside of the party for It. ....
Mr. McDonald said- he would go of Tripoli and intimating that
north today on some business and might be declared at any moment.
then return to be in readiness for
The Minister of Foreign Affairs,
the opening of the convention Tues-da- Slgnor dl San Guiliano, received the
- n - V Toslash- - seply from the- - Turkish., emmorning.' bassador this morning and immedi
New Church Incorporated;
Articles of incorporation were filed ately went into conference with his
'
in the territorial secretary's office by associates in the ministry- Made Some Concessions.
the Church of the United Brethren in
It' is understood that the Ottoman
Christ with office at Sedan, Union
conceded
'
completely
J. S. Piersall Is named as government
county.
statutory, agent The officers are Jo- - Italy's economic claims in Tripoli but
demanded by
seph Gibson, president; J. S. Piersall, evaded a direct answer
vice president; Cyrus Cole, secretary this government, which had set forth
In its ultimatum that Turkey must
and A. B. Chriterson, treasurer.
say that she would not resist the pro
English Walnuts.
and Cj.
David ,L. Miller, the city forester posed occupation of Tripoli
rene. 14
who has done much to beautify the
Instead the Porte sent a conctlatory
city of Santa Fe and especially that note
suggesting further delay. It was
As-:
of
and
it around the capitol,
part
known
that at the same time Turkey
'
slstant Attorney General Harry S. transmitted
a note to the powers In
Clancy today gathered In the English which it is assumed that she reprewalnut crop from a little tree in the
sented herself as the injured party
capitol grounds. No less than ten and by
influence, at least, sought their
magnificent' walnuts were found and intervention.
,
4b.es now are on the desk of the at
..Stood by Ultimatum.
been
have
where
toroey general
they
The royal government decided to
much admired by people interested in
the growing of walnuts in the South- stand absolutely by the ultimatum of
yesterday and in the absence of the
west.
,
reply called for, to declare' Italy and
Turkey In a state of 'war,, from the
STRIKE WILL BRING
hour that ' the ultimatum of twenty-four- RAILROADS TO TIME.
hours expired.' . ,r flv ,.
The minister of marine is believed
They Can't Withstand It More Than to have sent! wireless orders to the
a Week, Says Organiser
t
Italian fleet off Tripoli to act immeV. J. O'Lsary.
- '
diately.
followed a. meeting of
This
action
By 8peotal Laaed 'Wire te Nw Mexican) the cabinet at 11 otolock at which it
, Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 29. V. J.
meas'
the In-- . was decided to proceed with the
Olary, district organjier ofBoileraia-leerures previously determined upon.
iernatkmal Brotherhood of
Italy will provide for ' the safety of
asserted today-- ' that railroads
Itallefcs and ; all other foreigners in
1
wcould not withstand S strike more Itaty and Cyrene, using to this end all
.

Las Vegas Convention Hall, Sept. 29.
Amidst scenes of indescribable enthusiasm 'at 1 o'clock this morning
was nominated by the Republican con
vention for, the first state governor
by a vote of 22S against 75 cast for
Secundino Romero, the favorite son
of San Miguel county, who Immediate
ly moved to make the vote unanimous.
This was done with the waving of
banners and thunderous cheers.

utes; seconding speeches; to five minutes. The report was adopted without
Permanent Officers.
The committee on permanent organization reported the following permanent officers: Charles A. Spiess, president; Jose D. Sena, secretary; J. F.
Newklrk and Lorenzo Deigado,- assistant secretaries; Nestor Montoya, .X.
Segura, platform Interpreters; Bias
Sanchez, Malaquias Baca,' Acasio
W. F. Sutherland,! floor interpreters, and a long list
presidents, Including C. C. Catron, E. p.
Davies, and B. F. Pankey, a full list
of whom will be published- - tomorrow.
Spies' Witty Address.
,
, Permanent
Chairman C- - A. Spiess
made a witty and forceful address
which was punctuated with cheers and
applause. ' Thomas B. Catron for the
committee on resolutions,
read the
piatforra as proposed byj that committee.
This precipitated an enerI
getic debate,
,
Condemns Blue. Ballot.
"
The platform, however, was acceptable to every delegate with the exception of the declaration: on the blue
ballot. . This declaration, while it declared that the blue ballot is not a
political or party issue, yet it con- -

Corn Cob Pipe of Peace.

Gal-lego-

In a flash several hundred corn cob
pipes .were distributed among the
delegates and with these in their
mouths, the delegates marched around
the convention hall, each county carrying aloft its standard. '
Bursum Enters Hall. ,
A committee was appointed to bring
the successful candidate to the convention hall and he entered while the
band was playing "The Star Spangled
Banner", during which the delegates
standing joined with fervor.
.

Bursum Speaks,.,
For five hours the audience followed
with- Intense interest the' proceedings
of the evening and at 1 o'clock this
morning the hall was as crowded as
at any time during the day. Mr. Bursum made a straightforward declaration of principles in which every pa- .
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For that num.
said.
coast ol
v:
f it
were eager to go out'
Tripoli and Cyrenaica will be underrecent
"The
retrenchments made by taken
and a notification
'
the railroads and the consequent lay of this immediately
act will b sent to all neutral
ing off of thousands of men. O'Lcary Wwers.? continued, "has caused a piling up of
fHIIIll MillUa'- - u.
work and the railroads are In" poorer " MalU; Sepif2.r-Itbelieved' hers
ls
' '
.'
shape today to withstand. ar strike than that the Italans"have landed at
'
' ;
i '.
they were a month-- ago."
s .'
?'('.Albanian. Revolution.
X XX X XX X X X X X
Chlsiso, Switserland, Sept 29. The
X PROGRESSIVES ORGANIZE ' X Albanians are' Importuning General
Garibaldi to take advantage of the sitX MAY NOMINATE HAGERMAN.
uation and organise another Albanias
..
Special to the New Mexican.'' X revolution in. Turkey.
, V
X v Las Vegas, X. M.,'Sept 29. ;x
Turkish Statesmen Meet .
R. H. Hanna, George W.'5X
X
Cologne, Sept 29. A dispatch to
X Prichard and several other San- - X the Cologne Gazette from BerUn says
X ta Fe cltisens caBed a mass X a decree was issued tonight convoking
. S meeting at Las Vegas tonight
the; Turkish parliament at Constanti
' .
nople. r
X to organise s sutr mtu Pith
Turks Are Surprised.
S gressive Reptibllean League.
he
Turk-X The statement. Is made ? that X Constantinople, Sept.
one man aJone lias glvap f 10 jtfhh reply to the ulUmatum of Italy
X 000 for canvassers to go lnt yfwfclch denuHided assurances that thsre
Dt every precinct aiMf organisers; will oe no resistance to the Italian
r
X a local league. , Toe stats con-- x military oceupatlon of Tripoli and Cy-'
vention wlll.be called to meet. X rehe. was communlcatO to the Italian
Martino ,
at Santa Fe on October 4 ct ,K charge, Slgnor
,:30
S
--. i V
$2 c'clock this moraiaf,
ft the day that the DemoeraU
The massage was couched in friend
: Anavontlnn will make its BOBU- -'
nations, Apparently the intent 'xJ ly terms and expressed surprise at the
,
36 totomakeadeal wlthtnOsin.X action of Italy tj view of the cordial
'
reutions eaistlna between the two
.
5$ ecrats 'to nominate Hersert 4.
X etantrles. It pointed out that. Italian
'
The
for
governor."
9 Hagerman
ts
te Tripoli,, had not been
X motto of the League is to he , ft
X
Down
and
aliened, and expressed the hops
"Purity In Politics
X
M TTlth the OartT
(Continued on Pars Five.)
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ty graciously gave Mr. Bursum one
vote and Socorro county returned the
compliment by casting one vote for
Secundino Romero. ' Mora was the
only county that entirely went to Mr.
Romero." " A committee was then ap
pointed to escort Mr. Bursum from
the Castaneda hotel to the - 'Duncan
opera house where the convention is
being held. This committee consisted
of Alexander Read, Antonio Gallegos,
Eugenlo Romero, the grand old warrior of the Republican party In San
Miguel county and the father of
Secundino Romero.
A more extended account of last
evening's session and the speeches
that were delivered will be covered in
a later Issue.
The Resolutions.
The. following .were the resolutions
adopted by the convention:
"The'Hepubllcan party of the state
in convention assem
of
bled at Las Vegas renews its alleg
iance to the principles of that party as
enunciated In. its national convention
held at Chicago In 1908. We endorse
and' commend the wise and peerless
administration of President Taft and
particularly his veto messages in ref
erence to the' piecemeal revision of
the tariff at the late session of congress. .";
v'"V
"We recommend Nand thank Presi-

j.'

In Congress

v:- -

Hon.

Republican Nominee for

-

-

the-Fir-

HOLM O. BUR8UM,
Governor of th New

st

-

i

Bute

of New Mexico

,

t

triotic citizen irrespective Of party, demned it A. B. Fall moved to subcan well join for the growth and ad- stitute a shorter resolution Which
vancement of this magnificent com- merely declared that It was not 'a
monwealth.
He was cheered and Ap political party issue and he led the
plauded again and again. and the en- fight for this proposition. Thomas B
thuslasm displayed demonstrates that Catron led the debate in favor of the
the 300 delegates from every part of resolution as reported. Fully twenty
the territory are fully convinced that speeches were made on both sides of
Mr. Bursum Is the man above all the question before a vote was taken
others to lead the party; to victory on by counties. The clause as reported
XOvember 7. At 2 o'clock this mora- - by the committee carried by a tote of
'
'.
:
lng a reces Was taken until 11 o'clock 229 to 82.
this morning when the state ticket:
Michael and Dragon.
at
i fhen the order of nominaUonswas
fill he taken up.
. ,
rns Kroceeaings.
.
taken Up at midnight or rather the
-

Prince after he had. called the meeting
to oroer last evening, transacted dusi- ness with dignity and dispatch. Mar- ceUno Ortiz, for the committee on ere- dentials, read the permanent roll call
nuiui wueg iuo auu uvietauua H
"

victorious archangel who
cated t0
siew tbe dragon; The dragonta the
metapnor of .Chairman Spiess, being
no other
tte DemocratIc party
iiAiHiir the naradiae of
Whlh;tw
Xew Mexico.
rHIWi

I

Nominate.

Bursum--

Leahy Loses Out 'V.
A motion ty David J. Leahy,
a
recess be .taken until today was . vlg- orously vote4 down. Several later at--

Socorro county and J. E. Griffith took
a 8peeCh devoid of
the Btape and
rnetorical flourishes confined to slm
s plaln-- ,tateinents' of facU
ple
tempts to- secure adjournment were which be drove home with sledge
disposed of, the San Miguel meP MowB he placed in nomination
delegated evidently playing for time, Holm Q Bursum for first stote--'go- ernor of New Mexico and predicted his
.':.'
Pops Sends Teitgrsm.
A telegram from Chief. Justice
saying that after subtracting
'
lam H.-- Pope at Clovis said that court the slump at Trout Springs, a majority
business prevented him from being: of 10.000 will remain. Naturally there
present He sent sis best; wishes for were again long, cheers and appIauSa
party success and congratulated, the . Edward A. Msnn, in a brief but elo
jarty upon the promising outlook for. fluent address .seconded the nomlna- victory at the polls. Loud applsase tion. Colfax county yielded to Ban
followed the reading of the telegram.- - Miguel county arid O. A. Larrasolo, In
"Order of Nominations..
'an Impassioned address that breathed
The committee on rules and order the Are of scalous enthusiasm, placed
cf business recommended the, adop- - Jn. nomination Secundino A. Romero,
tion f the parliamentary roles of the There, were many seconding speeches
constitutional convention and recom- - on bpth,sldes sod then amidst intense
was
mended the following order' of noml-- . allsnes the poll of the convention
'

ttat

-

y

'V-"-

Will-electio- n,

nans:

f

counties.
taken
' , 7 Vote for Romero,
, Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Sect
refary. Auditor, Treasurer, . Attorney The following counties gave a vote
.
,
GeneralrSuperintendent of PubUe In-- to Secundino Romero:
Colfax
stractlon, . Commissioner of jpublio"
Guadalupe 10; Mora If;
Laajs, Superintendent of Insurance, San Juar 2; 8an Miguel 9; eocorro 1;
Corporation ; Commission, Congress- - Tdrranee 3: Union 7. A total of W
men sad the election of the new state AU4b other totes went to Holm O.
Oftnl 'committee. 7 MemtecUas Bursust,-.receiving votes In 25 out
iaases wers limited to tX.Z7 pin-- of the 28 counties San Miguel
1

,

.

.

-

.

H.

William

"

An-

drews for his faithful, honest and persistent' efforts in our behalf which contributed largely towards our success
In securing the passage of the neces
sary legislation to enable - New Mexico
i
to become a state,
V
Favor Protective Tariff.
"We favor the continuance of the
protective ' tariff on woolen fabrics and
all other American products which
come into competition in our market
with the products of the cheap labor
of foreign countries at guch rates as
witi afford protection to" the American
laborer, a fair profit to the American
producer and manufacturer and' prevent unjust and excessive profit to
:
trusts and monopolies.
Condemn Tariff Tinkering.
"We condemn the Democratic policy for the woolen Industries as set
forth Jn the wool tariff passed at the
last session of Congress and vetoed
by the President as being equally destructive to our woolen" .industry with
the tariff bill passed by the Cleveland
administration which" resulted In the
practical destruction of that' industry
in Xew Mexico.
'.

,

:

--

Efficient Educators.
in an efficient system
of public education and to the end
the youth of our state shall ever en- Joy the best possible Opportunities to
educate and fit themselves for the
.proper and wise discharge of the
duties of citizenship. We pledge the
Republican party to the maintenance
of the highest and molt efficient standard of public schools. .
. "We favor and honor the economical
and efficient administration of the
".''-of our state.'':-.;;;;:
Purity of Bsllot
"Recognizing free and untrammeled
suffrage is one Of the strongest pillars
in .our social and political fabric, we
pledge the. Republican candidates for
the legislature to the enactment of
appropriate legislation looking to the
preservation of the purity of the bal
lot and to the free expression of the
popular will so framed, however, that
in its practical operation no citizen of
this state shall ever be deprived of his
right of suffrage, '
We pledge our candidates In the
performance of the duty Imposed by
the .constitution on the subject of
honesty and purity of elections to ths
prompt enactment of truly progres-

"We believe

.

sive legislation, including s corrupt
practices act, which shall provide every safeguard known to modern legislation for the secrecy of the ballot
and the expression at the polls of the
Independent will of each individual
voter, without any hampering require--

the Heart

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican I
Berlin. Sept. 29. The German Dress

today does not spare words in condemnations
f . Italy's' action. The
ivOKai Anaejgerwnicn is in close
touch with the foreign office save:
'A state with the slightest reeard for
its honor can only answer "Xo."
The "Frankfurter Zeituns" declares
that civilized Europe, disregarding political
must
nrotest
differences,
against an act of open pillage and nak
ed violence, and says that there is
no justifications for Italy's
brutal
methods, particularly toward two al
lies."
"Zeitung Am Mittae" savs one must
go back to the partition of Poland
to find a similar example of brutal
violence and political hyprocrisy.
The DRDer adds that Ttalv. with its
hordes of Illiterates, is the least Justified in using as a pretext conditions In
Tripoli for an action against ail the
rules of civilized intercourse.
Albanians Are Rising.
Chlasso. Switzerland. SeDt. 29. The
expressed wish of the. Italian govern
ment that the Tripoli affair shall not
be taken as an opportunity to create
troubles in other Ottoman nrovlnces.
appears likely to meet with disappoint-

.

Continued a Pag. Vow.

Amalia- - Costillo. the 12 rear old
daughter of Mrs. Marcos Costillo who
lives in a cottage ..west of the resi
dence of Jacob Weltmer was shot and
instantly killed about 8:30 o'clock
last night by a bullet fired from a

revolver.

Elias Herrera, aged 16 to 17 years,
is in the county jail charged with the
shooting and will be given a hearing'
before Justice J. M. Garcia Monday
morning. Herrera was arrested last
night by Policeman Bernardo Baca.
A coroner's Jury was hastily summoned and viewed the remains at the
Costillo home. The Inquest was held
and showed that the girl had died
from a bullet wound Inflicted above
the heart.
Two Theories.
There are two theories about the
shooting, one that it was accidental
like so many others where children
toy with firearms and the other is
that It was cold blooded and nremedi.
tated murder, inspired by jealousy or
a quarrel.
It is stated that Herrera has known
the Costillo family for some time and
called at the home last nieht. He
asked to see little Amalia and he is
said to have told her that he had a.
ment
handful of marbles to show her.
The Albanians consider this an ex
When she came into the parlor, it
cellent moment for another uprising is said, he showed her a handful of
and have addressed Gen
Ricciotti 38 pistol cartridges.
Then reports
Garibaldi, the son of the Italian hero, differ. One is that In toying with these
asking htm to organize an expedition bullets and with the 38 caliber revolof volunteers commanded by himself ver he carried. Herrera
or his son. Col. Giuseppe Garibaldi exploded a bullet which accidentally
killed the
does not think the situation propltu-ou- girl. The other
report Is that Herrera
for a rebellion against Turkish au- simply used the "marble story" to
thority owing to the cold and the lure the girl to the parlor and there
snow In the Albanian mountains.
whipped out a revolver and taklne
deliberate aim shot her.
I "Will Do Her Duty."
Bellenort. Lone Island. Sent. SQ
Little Amalia has two older ntstorq
The Turkish ambassador, Zia Pasha, and her mother, who are prostrated
'
expressed astonishment when Inform- with grief at her death.
ed at his summer home today that
i Herrera Is Silent.
Italy had declared a state of war beHerrera was seen in Jail this morn
tween Italy and Turkey.
ing. He is a youth above the average
Zia Pasha said: "I am deenlv rain height for his age, has
dark, furtive
ed to learn that Italy had declared brown eyes and a rather
intelligent
war upon my country. Turkey has face. He. seemed much worried
but
7
done everything to avoid.: 'war,;, TiutKu not make a
statement, as It was
now that war has come, you may rest
thought advisable for him to remain
assured that Turkey will do her duty." silent until after the preliminary hear
ing Monday.
CONVENTION NEWS IN BRIEF
The' body of the dead eirl waa iak."
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS. en this moraine to the undertaking
establishment of Mulligan and Rising
on East Palace Avenue and herj it
Nominations Except for
will be prepared for burial. The ft
Congress.
neral will take place at 2 o'clock Sun
day from the Cathedral.
(By Special Leucd Wire m New Mexican)
Las SegM. N. M Sent 29. The
nomination of H. O. Bursum of Socor- TWENTY THOUSAND MEN
ARE ORDERED TO STRIKE.
ro county, for governor and the adoption of resolutions endorsing the Taft
administration at a session which Fifteen Thousand Car Men and 5,000
Boilermakers Are
lasted until after 1 o'clock this morn
. Affected.
ing,, cleared the calendar and made
the nomination of other state officers
the only business before the Renubll- - iBy Special Beaaed Wire to TTew Mexican)
nansas uny, mo.. SeDt 29. Follow.
can state convention when it convenlng a conference here today between
ed today. "
Lively contests were in nrosnect to Presidents J. A. Franklin, and M. F.
of the Boilermakers and Carday over the nominations for rtate su- - Ryan,
men's
perintendent of public instruction and men unions, respectively, the two
sent out strike orders to the
corporation commission while the indications were that congressional and members of their uni6ns 'this after
other nominations ' would be made noon. About 15.000 car men and K.000
boilermakers are affected by the orwith practically no contests.
'
The platform on which the Romih. ders.
At 10 a. m.
llcans of New Mexico will make their
Chicago. Sept. 29. Shonmen on the
campaign, endorses the Taft administration' and especially his stand on Harriman lines and the Illinois Cen
tariff revision, declaring the recent. tral will go on strike at 10 o'clock to
aitempt to revise schedule K "ruinous morrow, according to. a statement by
to the wool industry .of New Mexico." f. w. Kime. president of the black
The resolutions nledare Rennhllonn smiths. .The strike order was issued
members' of the legislature to. enact and the time set this morning after
laws to protect tbe..ballbt and prevent a conference with the five union presidents.
.
any class of citizens from being
favors publication j of
campaign expenses and punishment UNCLE SAM A8KED
for any person found ruiitv nf "!
TO KEEP THE PEACE.
ruptlng the electorate by using money
Former Ambassador to Turkey Urges
to purchase votes."
The platform also denounces - the
secretary Knox to Prevent
blue ballot" nrovlded hv
War With Turkey. W- :
which submits to the. electorate an
amendment making the state consti- (By Special Lease Wire to New ttesleaal
New York. Sent 29. The form
tution easier of amendment
American ambassador t Turkey Os-,-f
The nomination of Bnranm
marked by scenes of wild enthusiasm. car S, Strauss, today sent telegram to
As territorial chairman, Bursum; who secretary Knox at Washington urg- ai one lime worked in the territory as ing the United States should exercise
a section hand, and later as a mine its right under the convention tor the
foreman, has conducted three success- pacific settlenKi t of taternaitonir
ful campaigns.
When his nomination disputes to preserve peace and pre
was announced he was called ont t vent a possible state of war hptwo. n
the Mohammedan sad Christian na
hed at his hotel, and escorted
by a tions of the world. to
cheering delegation
the convention
hall whera Ark Imnrnmntii
rivuiyiu
ayitua St
X ! VJS
was. neUL
-

.

.:W

'b..-;.

Only one candidate. Semmiiinn nm.
ero, of San Miguel county, opposed
Bursum on the floor of the
tlon.
OUro and Jaffa Withdraw.
M. A. Otero and Nathan wJatr.
t.n
have both, been mentioned for the of- nce, withdrew and Bursum won by

...

,

nu

'

X
3S

a vote of 228 to 75.
X
B. Las Vegas, N. M, Sept,
-- The
X
ioiiowmg men are being mentioned 3t
for the nomination: 1
,
9t
Lieutenant Governor Malaquias X
marunes, present territorial oil in-- St
X

s

(UoatlntMd on Pags fcaght)

the Democratic
next week should
immediately get in touch' with
the information committee, J.
W. Mares, chalrnsan, and have
same listed. It is esoeciallv '
desired to have a special list
of rooms to be used only if It
is found absolutely necessary,
This call Is made to every
patriotic citizen so that no one
need go away from Santa Fe
without having had the proper
convention

X

'

.

,

rent during

S

;

fSVk
r All personsNOTICE.
having rooms for

X
X

'mn.

h

V

i

treaties.

dent Taft for: his fearless and per
sistent efforts in carrying cut . the
pledges of the Xatloeals Republtcan
platform for the admission of New
l
Mexico as a 'state. ,
Praise Governor Mills.
; "We endorse the administration of
the territorial affairs under Governor
Mills as being honest, economical, and
to the best Interests of the territory,
Commend Mr.' Andrews.
Qe heartily commend our delegate

--

s,

,

'

-

:

LeaMd Wlr t New Mexican)
Des Moines, la., Sept. 29 President
Toft received a welcome from many
thousand citizens of Des Moines this
morning where he began the second
day of his Iowa toir.
,
Cummins Welcomes Him.
Senator Cummins "the progressive"
leader, who was conspicuously absent
committee
from the state reception
yesterday, greeted Mr. Taft at his
train.
Talks on Treaties.
Taft's principal address at the
Coliseum was devoted to the peace

New-Mexic-

-

.

Provinces.

(Br Special

debate.

-
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already about as close connection with
Roswell as will do this town any
good in fact more. A line east from
WHILE YOU SLEEP here is what Artesia has agreed to
pay for and not one north." Artesia
Salts, Calomel and Cathartic Pills Are Advocate.
Violent They Act on Bowels
Portales Schools Are Filled.
as Pepper Acts in Nostrils.
The Portales schools are in full
We Guarantee.
Everything
Take a Cascaret tonight and thor- swing with a good enrollment to date.
cleanse your Liver, Stomach The following are the teachers. "d. A.
oughly
Good to Eat and
Everything
and Bowels, and you will surely feel Deen, superintendent; O.. 8; Strickland
tatchinson, asgreat by morning. You men and worn- - principal; Miss Pear!
sistant princips!-;- ' Misses Grace FogUnder this Brand
can't sleep, are bilious, nervous and lesong.. Poarl Reece, Willie Leahy,
L'"Ia Anderson, Mrs. Jackson and R.
upset, bothered with a sick, gassy,
to be as
Under the
disordered stomach, or have backa'iv T. Connolly. Mrs. George Deen is in
charge of the rural school at Shelby.
and Jeel all worn out.
Miss Pearl Hutchinson has resigned
Are
Solitaire Brand
with
you keeping clean Inside
Represented
her position with the consent of the
Cascarets or mereijr forcing a passfaculty to accept the position of critic
ageway every.,few days with salts, of the seventh and eighth grades at
cathartic pin's or cartor oil? This is Las Vegas normal university at Las
'
important.
Vegas, X. M.
,fia,carets immediately cleanse and
Should First See Santa Fe.
regulate the stomach, remove the sour,
"Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Cromwell, of
undigested and fermenting food and
foul gases, take the excess bile from Los Angeles, valif., arrived this aftthe liver and carry off the decomposed ernoon from Vaughn in their large
waste matter and poison from the in- Pierce-Arrotouring car. They made
Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe. TeVephone No. 40.
and bowels.
testines
from Los Angeles to
the
entire
trip
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKET8 WITH J&L CASH PURCHASES.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will this city in the car without mishap
straighten you oat by morning. A lu- of any consequence. Mr. Cromwell is
cent box from your druggist means a an old friend of J. S. Kirby, secretary
clear head and cheerfulness for of the Commercial Club, and visited
J
months. Don't forget the children.
here something like a year or more
ago. He 'at once became a firm believer in the valley, the result of
FORGET.
l think God's grandest gift to man, which is that he and his wife are to
We c9rry the best of Imported Goods.
permanently locate. At present they
Is Just the power to forget;
are guests at the Gilkeson." Roswell
to
The
ahead
and
is
go
Fresh
gift
plan
Bakery
always going.
Record.
jFor newer, better, stronger things Daily
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
Than e'er his hands have built or

The Little Store

CASCARETS

-

IT

ER

GROCERY,

The Delicatessen Store

,

r

Ml elicious

1

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Phone, I9l Black.

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

&

SEPTEMBER
Is a Good Month to Start a New Lawn!
Sow Fancy Kentucky Blue Grass
Phone Black

45

know,

j

Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday

LEO HERSCH

PIAN05

.To mount as on an angel's wings
And leave life's broken hopes alone.
To leave life's broken hopes alone
And to climb upwards with a song;
Forgetting every rock and stone,
Forgetting every hurt and wrong
Inflicted by another hand
To just .go on, head up, eyes front;
To let no memory take its stand.
The keenness of his hopes to blunt.

Last century is no more dead
Than the more recent yesterday;
Our only road lies straight ahead
Our only way the forward way;
If yesterday your arms were weak
If yesterday you turned aside,
Success awaits on yonder peak,
you falter in your
Why should
stride?

Forget the faults of'esteryear;
Phone Black
orget tne woes or yesterday;
Lost friends, wrecked hopes, the fal
45
len tear;
On the far heights the sunbeams

PIANOS

play! ,
Remember how to laugh and sing,
Remember better tastes to set;
ten months. They have hundreds of The past is flown, today's awing,
Chickerlng Bros.
Remember tha you can forget.
satisfied customers in New Mexico
Bush and Lane.
Judd Mortimer Lewis in .. Houston
and
Arizona.
Learnard-LlndemanCo.
Post.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor
terms will prove to prospective plane
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- n
HBCUHB THE STWE
Milton and the World' Famous Cecil Ian
Co. will meet every customer
Interior Piayef Pianos, and many more than half way In making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd satShowers Loses Both Legs.
This firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not en
Charles Showers, 30 years old, an
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
employe of the railway shops, fell un
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
der an engine and both legs were cut
An insurance poloff at Tucumcari.
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. AL :: Established 1900
icy for $3,000 was delivered to him
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
five days ago.

V

n

)

Jesse-Frenc-

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Building Materials Dawson Coal.

FRUIT BOXES
Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes.
Get your order in. The price is right.

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Gar-

nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

by Zook's Pharmacy

in

Santa

Fe

that promises to be a winner. They
have a
vein of high grade ore
which ' holds strong from the grass
roots down to 50 feet.
h

TEXANS TO BUILD RAIDROAD
IN DOUBLE QUICK TIME.
San Antonio, Texas,
September
One of the fastest efforts at railroad work constructing a line from
Gardendale in La Salle county to
twenty-fivmiles east.
This
line is a continuation 'of the Uvalde,
Crystal City and Gardendale road and
will ultimately become a link in a
road extending to the gulf. Active ope
rations were begun on this road about
six weeks ago and announcement is
made that trains will be operated over
the line by October 10. This line will
give transportation facilities to one
of the richest belts in southwest
Texas, where developments have been
going on rapidly for the past eighteen
months. Already a number of farms
have been opened and the town of
Fowlerton is one of the rapidly growing new towns that is attracting at

MAKE HOME HAPPY WITH A GLOWING NEW HEATER. EN
JOY THE COMFORT OF SITTING
A
AROUND
HANDSOME,
'
WARM STOVE.
OUR HEATERS WILL HOLD THE FIRE OVER NIGHT, SO THAT
YOU ONLY NEED TO MAKE A FEW TWISTS AND POUR IN
SOME COAL TO QUICKLY HAVE A HOT FIRE.
"FIRE OUT" YOUR OLD STOVE AND "FIRE UP" A NEW ONE,

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

29.

Phone

It

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

Phone

14

Fow-lerto-

While Governor Mills' E. M. F. car
was standing before the Elks' theater
last Monday evening, and its occupants were inside enjoying the pici
ture show, some one who is without
doubt familiar with automobiles, maliciously put a small sackful of fine
table salt In the gasoline tank of the
car. The consequence was that it
would not go until the salt was discovered and removed; Certain par
ties are suspected and if caught will
be brought to justice.
Similar tricks have been played on
other automobiles In the city and it is
unsafe to leave your car standing without someone guarding it. Not long
ago, some one took the radiator cap
off Dr. Rolls' little Maxwell and threw
it into the bushes while still another
party poured a pint of oatmeal in the
radiator of the Moon car.
The penitentiary of the reform
school will doubtless get the "practical" Joker."

MINES HDD MINING
Now Shipping Ore.

'

The Chloride Flat Mines ComDanv.
which bought the '" Bohemian Company's holdings in Chloride Flat less
than a month ago, began the shipment
of ore last f week sending the first
carload to 'the El Paso smelter on
Mr. O'Hara, the engineer
Tuesday.
in charge, spent a couple of days in
El Paso making the necessary con
tracts, and the ore will be sent out at
the rate of about a carload per week.
The company is now' preparing to

Phone,

GORMLEY

Bi'k,e6l9

Pennants for Decorations
We can furnish beautiful

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS

tention.:

r

in State Colors for 65c.

Are You a Seller? An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
on the market effectively. It will put
the facts ' of your property before th'
eyes of all possible buyers.
$100 REWARD, $100.
The readers of this Daoer will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all Its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh ha.
ing a constitutional disease, requires

Appropriate Novelties for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable

at short notice.

PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

Why Import Mineral Water?
:

:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET

THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Ball
Ginger
Special

a constitutional treatment. Hall's
h Cure is taken internally, acting
All
of
directly won 'the blood "and mucous
surf aces, of the system, thereby deAle
Hifch
stroying the foundation of the disease.
and giving the patient strength by Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
building up the constitution and as
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
sisting nature in doing its work. The
MINERAL
proprietors have so much faith is its
SANTA
CO.
curative powers that thsy offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list nf
Ca-ta- n

FE

THE

WATER

tn.

monials.

Address P. J. CHENEY

& CO.. To
ledo. O.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's family Pills for constipai
tion,

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

oal

Weed

WHOLESALE
AtD RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Goal. Steam Coal.

Saved Wood and KindluiK.
MONTEZUMA
AVKNQS
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T. AS.F. Depot-

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

All IC THE TIME To se,ect your stones for mounting
llUfT 10 luC 1 liTlC for Holiday Presents. They are
rVT

always acceptable.

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
P. Williams
Successor to

B.
I have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIR3T
CLA8S LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
te give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST,
At

RETURNS THURSDAY

Agency

at

AND FRIDAY

O. K. Barber

Phone

Attention Truck Farmers!
We have discovered why those
Hookland watermelons are so good. Old Folks Should Be Careful In Their
Selection of Regulative Medicine.
Mr. Hookland plants a row of onions
then a row of potatoes followed by
We have a safe, dependable and ala row of melons. The onions cause
the potatoes to weep and the resulting together Ideal remedy that la particutears irrigate the adjacent melons larly adapted to the requirements of
with starch water which causes the aged people and persons of weak conmelons to attain extraordinary size stitutions who suffer from constipaand flavor." Rio Grande Republican. tion or other bowel disorders. We are
so certain that it will relieve these
Death of Mrs. Moeller. '
complaints and give absolute satisThe death of Mrs. Moeller occurred faction in every particular that we
at her home in Las Cruces this week. offer it with our personal guarantee
Her death was caused by chronic trou that it shall cost the user nothing if
ble developed something more than it fails to substantiate our claims
a year ago. Mrs. Moeller was the This remedy is called Rexall Orderdaughter of Donaciano and Zenobia lies. Rexall Orderlies have a sooth
Serrano. She was born In 1880 and ing, healing, strengthening, tonic and
married to B. H. Moeller in 1900. She regulative action upon the bowels.
leaves a devoted husband and three They remove all ' Irritation, dryness,
bright children, her mother and one soreness and weakness. They restore
brother and a sister.
the bowels and associate organs to
more vigorous and healthy activity
Trusti There is a Mistake.
They are eaten like candy, may be
"The Hope correspondent of the taken at any time- without inconve
Roswell Record states that, the Infor- nience, do not cause any griping, nun
mation is received there toat the San sea, dirrhoea, exceive looseness, flaDiego, El Paso & St. Loir's railroad tulence or. other d!sagreeable effect.
will build from Artesia to Hope, then Price 50c, 2Rc and 10c. Sold only at
to El Paso, and from Artesia .to Ros- our store The Rexall Store, Fischer
well,' en route to Quanah. There is Drug Co., 232 San Francisco Street
--

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Shop

; Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
Red No. 23.

'

Phone, Red No. 23

FOR .BED PEOPLE

'

San Francisco Street.

Santa Fe, N.

Car.

.

'

Phone 139 Red

roini

Based on Medicine
To Bi)y that a specific exists for the
cure of Consumption Is perhaps too strong
a statement, but In Eckmau's Alterative
we have a medicine that has been the
means of Raving many a life to years
of usefulness, and in permanently curing
a larsre number of Consumptives.
Certainly a person afflicted with a wastfed with
ing disease should be well
frewholesome, nourishing
food, but
quently raw ejrss in quantities cause a
food
no
aud
then
breakdown,
digestive
nourishes. As for milk, a very good food
for many, but a producer of biliousness
for some.
Any diet that keeps a Consumptive well
nourished is the riiit one, but what is
going to cure the patient? Eckman's Alterative has cured and is curing many
a case of Consumption.
Let. those speak
:
who know.
Here is a
!Kt Savannah
St.. Rochester. N. Y.
On June 3, 1SHJ7. I was
"Gentlemen:
operated upon for Tubercular peritonitis, at St. Mary's Hospital. Rochester,
N. Y.
After the operation my physician
I was then
gave me up as hopeless.
urged by a priest to take Eckman's Alterative, which I did. My weight at the
time was 72 lbs. I began to improve and
gained in health and strength.
steadily
1
now veigh 125 lbs., and am absolutely
cured. Believing I owe it to myself and
others I make this statement."
(Signed Affidavit) EDNA FIXZER.
Eckman's Alterative Is effective in Bronchitis. Asthma, Hay Fever: Throat and
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
g
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
of cured cases and write to Eckmnn
Laboratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for more evidence For sale by all leading druggists and

e

Throws Sack of Salt in Gasoline
'
Tank of Governor Mills'

One Editor Who la "Benevolent."
"Don H. Kedzie, editor of the Lords- - open a second
Bhait, which will greatburg Liberal and postmaster at Lords-burg- , ly aid in getting out the ore alreadv
was initiated into the local blocked out! as, well as
opening con
lodge of Elks on Saturday evening. siderable new ground which is known
James Jackson was also put through. to be miners! bearing. With the new
Following the ceremonies a banquet facilities thus provided the
company
was held in the club room which was wiU be able to
greatly increase the
largely attended." Silver City , Inde- output. The ore is of the finest smelt
pendent.
ing quality and is therefore welcomed
by the smelter people. The, first shipHoliness Meeting.
ment was hauled down from the flat
The Holiness meeting closed Sun by ten of W, A.
Tenney's big teams,
day night at Artesia. It had been and
they made an imnosine sieht
conducted for more than a week bj
from the mine almost to
Mrs. Rose Potter Crist, who is a bril stretching '
town.
liant woman and most excellent
White Signal!
preacher. Great Interest was manifested throughout the meeting and as Messrs. Harrington. Snencer and
this was her second visit there the Hedricks, operating near White Sig
third will be all the more anxiously nal, recently made a strike in gold

awaited.

.

i

New Tuberculosis Remedy

29, 1911.'

.

Near Union Depot

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite,

REFORM SCHOOL YEARNS FOR
THIS PRACTICAL JOKER,

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

KERR'S

SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Paene us, we will be glad to eall fer
yeur laundry on Mondays and Tues
days and deliver em Thursdays aid
Fridays. " - " All work is guaranteed; your seeks
are mended and buttons sewed en
yeur shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

CAD C 'A I C

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Rincles; Also a number of the finest Fruit aid
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspaaola Valley with the Very Best of water rlfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesnqne at a Barf ain. .
-

lUIl ujUX

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

PHONE REV 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

LIVERY STABLE
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

La Salle lestaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 26c and 50c.
, Short Orders at All Hours.
j

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish.
New York. Chop Suey 61c.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surrles, Saddle Horses.

C&L 'Phone

9

CHA5. CLOSSON

n

Reed of Anyflitor
e UVEIY LINE.
Drivers Furnished. ,

JTkei
fat

Den

(toper

Ave.
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COMFORTING WORDS. ,
Will

Household
Find Them So.

Many a Santa Fe

To have the pains and aches of a
bad iiack removed; to be entirely free
urinary
from nnncylng, dangerous
"disorders Is enough to make any kidney BHersr grateful. To tell how
this preat. change can be brought
about will prove comforting words to
hundreds of Santa Fe readers.
Pusnuale Yanni, College St., Santa
Fe. N. Mex., says: "In 1902 I gave
a jiiDlin testimonial in praise of
Doan's Kidney Pills to the effect that
they bad cured Jne of a pain in my
back, caused by disordered kidneys
My work obliges me to sit down a
good deal and this weakened my
at
While
causing backache.
work I suffered more intensely than
a( any other time and I was very
anxious to find a remedy that would
relieve me. Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I procured a box and to my
delight, they soon fixed me up In good
limpet 1 have since had no need of
kidney medicine."
For sale by all dealers. Price BO
Fostef-MilburCo., Buffalo,
rent
New York, sole agents for the United

L

B. PRINCE FLAYS DEMQGRMS
II
STATEHOOD
FOR BLOCKING

Author of the "Struggle For Statehood " Says Republicans
Have Been Consistently Por Statehood As It Is Party
of Progress and Achievement. Busy Scenes at Convention Hall Yesterday Afternoon and Much Specula,
tion About Nominations On State Ticket.

Convention Hall, Las Vegas. N. M,
apnt 28 The convention ims
noon settled down to its real work
Four or tnese,
through its committees.
are
Mh havine twenty-si- x members, end
in session, the epmmittee on rules
order of business had the lightest
task; the committee on permanem uiganization recommended the permathe
nent officers of the convention;
committee on credentials made; up
the permanent roll call. It was whispered that an attempt would be made
to reopen the Bernalillo county contest on the floor of the convention.
and The committee on resolutions had the
most difficult task and one that took

n

States.

.

Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
(07894)
Sept. 12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
Cano. of Golden, N. M., who, on Oct,
22. 1906. made homestead No. 10146,
Section 13. Township 13 N,
for SW
Ranfce 6 E. N. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, TJ. S. land office, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of OctoDer,
1911. -

the most care.
The contest over the governorship

of yesterday.
The Press.
The press was there in all of its
e
score
importance. In addition
of newspapermen mentioned yester- day and the day before, there were

-

."I";"
7til

.

3

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in tie Dlstrl t Court at
well as before the Supreme Court oi
the territory.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces.
,

C. W. O. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New, Mexico.
Tii veeas.

I

-

f

W

1

;

j

m& CEEttt, UZX SOA, BOS HEW
"TEES, HOKE FIZZ, 0K0 COLA, x
Qeaulne Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
SUITAK B9HUSS VOS EMY OKI,
AIMiki
23

KC

HE,

Data Muffins

cup butler;
cup sugar;
1 egg! H cup milk; 2 cups fiour; 3 level
teaspoonfuls K C Baking Powder;
teaspoonul salt; scant pound dates.
Cream the butter, add the sugar and
the egg, beaten light. Sift together
three times, the flour, baking powder
and salt; add these to the first mixture,
beat
with the milk;
alternately
thoroughly and add the dates, stoned
and cut in pieces. To bake, have a
slow oven until the muffins double in
bulk, then increase heat to bake and
brown quickly. Muffins baked this way
will be light, appetizing and more
easily digested.
This is only one of the many appetizing recipes found iu the K C Cook's
One-thir-

d

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR INSTITUTION
THE SOUTHWEST
COlRSES

Book.

The wonderful K C Cook's Book is
substantially bound and printed in nine
colors, contains ninety tested and easily-mad- e
recipes by Mrs. Janet McKenzie
Kill, of the world famous Boston Cooking School Magazine.
Vou can secure a copy FREE by sending the colored certificate packed in
cans of KC Baking Powder to the
Jaques Mfo Co., Chicago.
Be sure to write name and address
30
plainly.

,

j

-

-

SCIENTIFIC
COSyERCIAL, LITERARY and

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

BROTHER EDWARD,

PRES

New Mexico Military

Institute
of 1,500 miles. It took a century and
a half for the settlers of the Atlantic
coast to penetrate to the Alieghenies.
There is not another story quite as
heroic as that of De Vargas and his
remarkably swift marches through an
inhospitable country. These forefath
ers of yours brought Christianity with
their civilization. On a single day of
New Mexico's history, a score of Fran
ciscans were
martyred. Families
whose descendants are on the floor to-

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitu-tion.- "
partment as "Distinguished
Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
day, saved New Mexico to civilization beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
and with their labors and their blood of the West at an elevation of 3700
bestowed a priceless heritage. Then feet above sea level, sunshine every
there was the march of Kearny; the day, but little rain or snow during the
submission In this very city, without season.
bloodshed, of the Mexican authorities.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
A Debt of Gratitude.
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
We owe a debt of gratitude to Pres colleges.
ident Taft, the man with the level- - furnished, heated, lighted and modern
head and the splendid judgment, who in all respects.
with a Republican Senate which pass
REGENTS E. A. CAKOON, Pres.
ed the final statehood resolution; to
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
Delegate W. H. Andrews who labored
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
Indefatigably for the fruition of the
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
hopes that you enjoy today; to the
and W. A. FINLET.
delegates who preceded him, all Re
For particulars and illustrated
publicans, who worked so faithfully to
address:
ward the same end.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
Always Republican.
Superintendent
"New Mexico will always be Repub
be
lican. It cannot fall to
Republican if 4t is to be true to itself. Its
products are the raw materials, coal;
lumber, wool, that are being and must
continue to be protected. The great
nationalities
represented in New
Mexico will proceed hand in hand to
make this the greatest and noblest
state in the Union, true to its destiny
and the star that beckons it on to
UR MEN, WOMEN
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and CH I LDREN
SHOES have just room enough
where it is needed, snug and easy
in the proper place. The perfect fitting
qualities of our shoes impart a trim look
to the foot.
,

Boys' Kan't Wear Out

Just the thing for

hand--clappin-

school wear, made of
Kangaroo Calf,
This is a soft
leather, easy on the
foot and will not crack
or scuff up. Made
un-line- d.

-

with extra heavy sin-

,

gle soles.

i

Guaranteed to be all Solid Leather
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form Separate Departments
Send for Prospectus

Academic and Preparatory Courses
Boarding and Day Students.

orations which marked the business.
streets of the city and which at night
Practice to the District and Su were accentuated by streamers and
Prompt .and careful arches of light and illuminated signs, ;
preme Courts.
found their climax in the Duncan
attention given to all business.
;
New Mexico opera 'house. The stage and prosceBasts. Fe. '
nium were completely covered with
V- V
flags and bunting artistically arranged
G. W. PRICHARD
white
of
star
red,
A
folded.
and
huge
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
blue electric lights with the figPractice in all, the District Court" and
ures 47, was suspended from the cen
T
and gives special attention to cases
ter of the arch of the proscenium, in
before the Territorial Supreme Court
and
glory."
stood
ferns,
of
the
footlights
nVo- - Tuehlln Blk. Santa Fe, N. M place
This is but an outline of an oration
on the speaker's rostrum a huge boubeen placed.
had
that
of
carnations
ought to become a classic in New
quet
HARRY D. MOULTOU
Mexico.
Galleries and parquet were covered
The Committees.
with bunting. In the center of the
After the naming of the four
auditorium, standards marked tne
Attorney-at-Lacommittees, mentioned at the head
seats for each county delegation.
of the article, the convention took a
The Auditorium Crowded.
recess until 8 o'clock this evening,
Fifteen hundred people were crowd
Santa Fe, N. M.
when the committees were ready with
ed into the auditorium, among them
their reports.
ladies. The center reserved
many
O,
Formerly. Special Agent, O. L.
for the delegates filled up more slow
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty ly than the parquet and galleries.
Committee on Rules and Order of
Solo
Business.
When National Commiteeman
Bernalillo county, Tomas Duran.
Chas. R. Easley mon Luna arrived at 11 o'clock, there
Chas. F. Easiey.
Chaves county, W. A. Vickers.
was the first demonstration of
.;
L. BRADFORD, PRINCE, '
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Colfax county, A. R. Streicher.
Bernard S. Rodey was the Former Governor and Former Chief Justice of New Mexico, Who Delivered
Attorneys at Law.
Curry county, H. W. Williams.
Practice in the courts and before next man to be cheered but it was
Keynote 8peech of Republican State Convention at Las Vegas
Dona Ana County, T. Moreno.
when Holm O: Bursum walked to the
Land Department
Yesterday.
Socorro county reservation that a verEddy county, J. W. Doran.
Land grants and titles examined
Grant county, F. W. VelUcott.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Eata itable Btorm of applause swept overthe crowd.' and from then on, he re- ent. so scholarly and so pointed an I helped to nominate Grant the first Guadalupe county, Salome Martinez.
cia, N. M.
time for the nresidencv. and ReDUDllLincoln county, H. B. Hamilton.
nnn nvfltlnn attar another, dem- - Drtrlrena nn shnrt notice as
dele- - or Prince.- - For almost an hour he canism has been my very life, it has
Luna county, W. E. Holt.
with
stood
how
st
he
nn
ratine
&
McKEAN
CHEETHAM,
McKlnley county, S. Bushman.'
poured forth a stream of eloquence practically made this country the richgates and audience.
Attorneys-at-Lawas broken only by rounds of est, the freest," greatest on the face Mora county, Joe Valdes.
Jthat
Opened With Prayer.
Practice In all the Courts and Be
. Rev. Norman: Skinner of the Pres- - applause.
Otero county, J. R. Howard.
He knows
instinctively of the globe. Free speech, free press
fore the Interior Department
were
and
tree
first
a
and
he.
Rio
to
In
his
its
led
free
men,
Arriba county,: V. Jaramillo.
soil,
what
long
audience,
church,
Mexico.
appeals
New
bytertan
Taos,
Quay county. A- - Pul Siegel.
fervent prayer, during which every played upon its deepest feelings with slogan.'
Roosevelt count;, J. R. Dumas.
The Crisis.
one stood ! reverently with bowed master hand. After expressing
H. L. ORTIZ,
The history of the party during the
Secundino nreclation for the honor, which he
Sandoval county, Abel Perea ana
invocation,
After
"
Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaRomero and Octavlano A. Larrazolo called a very distinguished honor, he war when unprepared it eoped suc Alfredo Montoya.
San Juan county, Simon Martinez.
with the most stupendous
Practicing before all the courts i walked in, and again pandemonium declared that this Is no ordinary
San Miguel county, Roman Gallegos.
'broke loose, the noisy demonstration sion. To preside even for a moment crisis in the history ofofthe nation, was
the Territory-Santa- ,
the party for
Santa Fe county, J.' W. Akers.
when O. A. 'Larrazolo 0Ver any Republican meeting is an reviewed. The fight
'iiifttda
repeated
New MetR
Fe
Sierra county, W. H. Bucher.
walked to the platform, and when- - honor, but to preside over this con- - honest money and for the protection
'
Socorro county, A. B. Baca.
aver his name was mentioned.
.ventlon Is an honor that can never of industry, were dwelt upon. ' "From
FAUL A. W. WALTIR
.
Called to the Front.
be repeated, for there can be only beginning to end, it is a record of Torrance county, Acaclo Gallegos.
Taos county, Manuel Cordova,
,, AttorneyMan
glory, no less today than In the past.
Chairman H. O. Bursum Invited one "first" state convention.
New Mezlos Governor Mills, all members of the ,
Union county, O. T. Toombs.
Santa Pe, :
The Ship of State.
a convention of Character,
Valencia county, M. T. Otero. .
court the territorial secre-- : "I wish that every man who has "We meet to start this ship of state
supreme
COMPANY
FROBERT
s on Its
Committee on Credentials.
long voyage. It is the Republi
tary, the former delegates: in con- - ever traduced the people of New
Investments
,
.
Bernalillo county, M. L. Stern.
of New Mexl- - lco could be brought to this platform cans who will control the government
and
Stocks.
Lai da, Mines, Bonds
Chaves county, L O.. Fullen.
co, to take seats on the platform, to Took Into the faces of the men, of the state. The Republican party
This was also embodied in a motion who are the real character of New must control its destinies. This brings Colfax county, E. C. Crampton.
Money Loaned for Investors
n
Curry county, A. J. Mathen. '
We have tor sale general stocks of which carried unanimously and amid Mexlp. I have stood before large au- - with It ; responsibility.
ment will not .permit shirking our Dona Ana county, Isidor Armijo.
Retail Lumber Tare uneerB. iiw luituwiu iuua scais w jaenceo in ui cui niu iu
f Merchandise,
Eddy county, W. G. McArthur.
and other Business Opportunities the order mentioned: L. Bradford in the largest place of assembly in duty; it will be our own fault if we
Prince, C. J. Roberts, M. C. Mechem, the east and in the largest convention do not have good government. We Grant county, H. H. Betts,
throughout Tarn wmnty.
Guadalupe county, Canuto Sanchez.
B. S. Rodey, O. A Larrasolo, George hall of the country, but 1 have never must show the people in the east that
Bank References Furnished
Lincoln county; Henry Lutz.
.
- New Mexico. Curry. William J. Mills, Nathan Jaffa, 8een an assembly which showed so everything said against us Is a lie.
Taos,
Luna county, C. J. Kelly.
Frank W. Parker, E. R. Wright, Nes-- plainly the character, the solidity, the New Mexico will not only be a state,
McKlnley county, Gregory Page,
tor Montoya. Jose o. Sena, W. b. intelligence of ; the people, as this but it will be a great state. Its reM. DIAZ,
sources are not equaled by those of Mora county, Patricio Sanchez.
DR.
Gortner, besides Albert Clancy, How- - great and representative gathering,
Otero county, Don M. Bowman.
ell Ervien and ; other stenographers.- - Mwe nave received the highest any other state in the Union. ,'
RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF Mri
Rio Arriba county, Julian Trujillo.
The Garden of Eden.
as Interpreter, prises for our products, the best In
acted
Montova
Phone, 216 Red
Quay county, Farnk Gutierrez.
The notables were each cheered sep- - the world, at great international ex- - The original garden of Eden was
Roosevelt county,
V. Johnson.
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA arately and collectively, but the ova- - hlWtions, but the best, the most
right here, Genesis teds us that four
- uable
Sandoval county, M, C. de Baca and
Phone, ZZQlZUu
products of New Mexico, are Its rivers ran out of the garden, and these
given Nathan Jaffa was particu'
women and Its men, and I wish a are the San Juan, the Rio Grande, the C. G. Gonzales.
larly spontaneous and hearty.
OFFICE MOUJ. I to P. M.
San Juan county, BT. E. Meyers,
i photograph could be taken of this as- - Pecos and the Canadian. In the cen
With Common People.
San Miguel county, D. J. Leahy.
National Committeeman' Solomon semblr and sent to every man in con' ter of the state, at Manzano, stands
- gress who has opposed New Mexico's the original apple tree. ; (There was
Santa
Fe county, M. A. Ortiz.
were
Luna
B.
urgCatron
and
Thomas
W. M.
Sierra county, Robert Martin.'
ed to take seats on the platform, but admission.
laughter and applause at this sally
"This convention is unprecedented. 1 am today having made a gavel from - Socorro county, A. C. Abeyta.
floor,
y
Eases1- - both; preferred to stay on theremark- uniaue. it ushers In a new era
Torrance county, W. M. McCoy.
of a branch of that apple tree, which
wKh their delegations, Catron
Hartt, Jr.
THE WA5SBRMAN& NOOUCH lng that felt.he belonged with the com-- , glory. Every delegate will be proud will use as the presiding officer at Taos county. Squire
Union county, - Christian Otto.
mon people and that he proposed to to hand down to his children and his the National Apple Congress.
TESTS. 5ALVAK3AN
'
Valencia county, Jesus A. Sanchez.
A Heritage of Glory.
stay with them : that his place of Hon. children's children, the badge that
... ADMINISTERED. . I,
tn was with his delegation, This was ahnwii that h had been on chosen "New" Mexicans have a heritagcTot Committee on Permanent Organlza-- '
MknNcoplcaiEx-Milnseo-ChemfcKl and
tion.
wildly cheered.
jof the people to represent . them " .at glory. I hope that you will
"
'i
; SMwIlmltiaplaa
'
Colonel TwItcheU's history.
iMia wnivnMm.'
It will Bernalillo county, J. M. Sandoval,
f Mood, sputum, ortae
,
fan the flamei of your patriotism. v Chaves county, T. A. Standcliffe.
The )ltniaale for Statehood.
cautrtc contents. Diroctioc
Secretary Jose D. Sena read thei
'
' czi
V collects acimens tvoa o
eosveation and the roll calls. Then Governor Prince then went Into the There Is no other part of the wortd Colfax county, Amador Montoya. '
H. 0. Bursum , stepped forward and history ot the Struggle for Statehood. that has quite such a history, lad
Curry county, Myron Boyle.
"
wit ringing words delivered his He told of bis last appeannoe Before that. Is our. heritage. In all history
t-eommlttee
deoUratloii of telth, brings?
(CMthws4 en tog tlx.)
terJftta, there Is nothing like Coronado1 CUrch
E. C. ABBOTT

'
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Claimant names as witnesses:
Ambrosio
Cano, Bernardo Cano,
Daniel Wright, and Roberto Armijo,
all of Golden, N. M.

seems real that the dawn
is here and that we are, as Chairman
H. O. Bursum has aptly said, true
citizens of the United States. The
right of self government Is what
makes a republic, yet for sixty long
years, our people have been deprived
The most
of this right unjustly.
wretched foreigner who arrived at
eastern ports, in a few years becomes
citizen. Yet, here there
a
are people, native to the soil, who have
never lived under any other government, who have not been given this
Men at Trinidad and at El
right.
Paso, are citizens of the United
States, but the moment they cross this
line to Raton or to Las Cruces, they
become expatriated, lose their citizen
ship. This has often filled me with
resentment when I appeared before
committees to plead for New Mexico
people."
Democrats Against Statehood,
Prince then dwelt on
the record of the Democratic party
statehood, especially in 1890
when a constitution was up for adop
tion. But the Republican party has
been consistently for statehood, for
it is the party of progress and achieve
ment.
"The word Republican stirs the
heart even of the young Republicans
who have known of its achievements
only through history, and still more of
thnU mhngn irhnl' llf. has hwn ciunl
'
with the party. I have known that
fourwhen
ever
its
since
birth;
party
teen years old I wrote my first news- paper article in its defense; at eigh
teen, I was an active member, and at
twenty represented it in convention.
d

I
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.
.
.
vv,
'
tu A.mn.HMnn Tnr wnlie
out 01 iub
ladies was
the
visiting
the other offices became keener. For,
?Qanta
Fe.
Jaffa
cAAm.3ri
np
ueuieuauL guveiuui, n. oujs- - tn
Temporary Organization.
that
Malaquias
conceded
generally
For temporary organization the
v Ttnt for
ii
j luc eotj4A
UBU
maruue"
were nominated and elect- T
following
supercorporation commissioner,
L. Bradford Prince,
ed
unanimously:
intendent of public instruction ana -nuiililnnti TnfiA T Onna eaniotaiiV
warm.
waxea
the
As .
Lor congress,
7,
nniitinn nf Nestor Montoya, interpreter.
w lM
,JU"M
of
honor
the
escort'
temporary
attorney generalship, too, e numDeMCDairmall( a. A. Sedlllos, Charles!
oi cauuiuai
'""ca
I , eatesj Springer and Solomon Luna were nam- hour. RiO Arriba COUnty
Tirhn Intrn.
Ttiiranm
J nholrman
'
JM MaH that 1.,
duced
Prince as the emi- ior
nominated
be
Bradford Prince
nent jurist and distinguished states- Cur-rcongress by them.
man,
was
declared that, if the platform
A Splendid Address.
made too conservative, that he would
Perhaps, there is no one else In
canThe
for
run
congress.
to
refuse
New Mexico, who can make so coher- didacy of Ralph C. Ely for the place
The
assumed formidable proportions.
report that Frank W. Clancy wouia
refuse to be a candidate tor attorney
general, caused the name of A.men-B.
Renehan to be prominently
tioned for the honor. ,
Altogether, the differences that
the
seemed to crop out yesterday,
worn
rough edges, so to speak, had
themselves considerably smoother today. There was less aggressive talk
spirand more of a
it. The few who talked insurgency
were given little encouragement.
A Republican City.
That Las Vegas is a Republican!
city was demonstrated wnen me
convention was called to order this
forenoon by Chairman H. O. Bursum.',
There was great enthusiasm and each
ova-prominent leader was given. an dec-- j;
tion as he entered the hall. The
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California.

noted today at the press table or
in the audience: Willard E. Holt of
the Deming Graphic, W. S. Black of
the Albuquerque Journal; W. C. Burnett of the Santa Rosa Sun; T. J. Ken-nedof the Washington Times, the
local preBS representatives and others. Among the audience were a
number of men of note other than

"""'

the Boston Cooking School Magazine
The value of dates as a food is hardly
They are wholesome,
appreciated.
nutritious, and when used in K C Date
Muffins, makt a recipe that is appreciated by the entire family.

e

Mexican

to-th-

JSaod haw

SOFT DRINKS

Way of Using Dates
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of

anti-slaver- y

the audience again and again to the
cheering point. His address was published in greater part in the New

..

Date Muffins
A New

nine-tenth-

!

kid-ney-

presided over by Senator Beveridge,
the traducer of the New Mexican people. How he had there shown, the
New Mexico state constitution formu
lated in 1850 by the convention con
sisting of ninety per cent native born
s
people. It was better than
of the Btate constitutions. New Mexi
co was not admitted then because the
constitution was too good, because it
declared against slavery. Had New
Mexico been willing to accept slavery
it would have been admitted sixty-onyears ago, as a balance to
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You probably consider

it a doubtful pleasure to
spend your hard earned
money for shoes, but remember the more your

youngsters kick the
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doctors' bills.
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SANTA

obtained as to the number of years
the world's coal supply would last.
French computed not only the annual
consumption prevailing; but, taking
cognizance of the steadily increasing
rate of coal consumption inl recent
years, ne compuiea a iuiure raie win
based his exhaustive computations on
such a rate of future increase in con--
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exhaustne
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to
Such computations
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dail, tlx month, by
25
tion of our coal supplies would be
Dally, pei week, by carrier
.
lix months
were it not for seve- .75 Weekly,
Dally, per month, by carrier...
1.00 quite legitimate
I....
rer
year
Weekly,
have uniformly been
which
.65
factors
ral
mail
Daily, per month, by
40 disregarded by most conservationists.
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
ally, per year, by mail
.
.t
'.!J.
lney see omy oue siue ui iue ijucdand,
present'
COUNTY.
Resources,
FE
tipthrnamely,
SANTA
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OFFICIAL PAPER
They
rs sent to present or future consumption.
refuse to alldw for past,
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It
persistently
osculation present, 'and future increase or probevery poBtotfice in the Territory, and has a large and growing
able. IncreaseHn the? coal resources.
anion the Intelligent and progressive people ot the Southwest,
Increase in coal resources may take
.
place in various ways; by the dis-hew
of
fields;
by
development)
coyer?
ii existing fields rendering available
coals which have previously been too;
rent of theVnuADer
iu
8
The platform aaopiea
eoats thin. or too deeply buried to be
.
s
...
of ewes.
i"e wm,
by improvements in boilers
lasi
evei..5
an
party
average
publican
ren0rted. having
of other burners rendering
Mexican
New
the
and liberal and
Xh average numDer utilizable the
value ot $2.31.
previously inferior andi
121.
dares say that every patriotic citizen, of goats per.ljrrm reported was
of iuel; the developworthless
grades
The total' number of horses and ment of other sources
will' read
of fuel and
irrespective of party, who
685.
172,
was
1910'
in
ibe coltB
energy, viz, oil and gas,
the planks carefully,
classified
were
by
power, wave and tiday , power, etc.;
to them as being fair, Just, proBi
census, as mature horses that is, the use of central poVer stations at
of
tha
interests
horses Donl before 1909 and their the mine mouth; and 'in other ways
give and to the best
value was I7,003,uuv,: ana - average may our coal resources be increased.
people.
colts, which
are
value, $50.26. j Yearling
ana nnmhaMill 1 fi - What is more, they have been,
ii.
111 t
UUIU
CUUS
are
TU.
will continue to be, so in.
and
being,
NEW wicv.w
average value was re- creasing; and what is still more, the
Spring colts, born rate of increase of the coal resources'
Another fragmenfcComesirom iue porte( M $21.68.
Census Bureau A&eay teamscovers l" ln' 1910,; were 4,125 m numDer, anu in its bearing on the future exceeds
It
t.-- i
j.b
ith nf KewJMexico.
vrefi value was reported as the rate of increase in coal consumpn8
It may De noted that only tion.
livestock infests and but few peoThat this is true will be ap?5
to learn that the g g.
cent of the farms o the ter. parent from a glance at The Coal
pie wjiyoe surprised
in
Mexico
1910.
New
in
born
in
coits
livestock
vaiejeof
rUory reportd
Question of 1865, Professor French's
s
OI i"
12.40t
e nlsn rpnnrted,'
vcor was
figures of 1900, and the latter's reTerthe
of
an
entire assessed valuation
In
horga not classified by age, with
vised figures published
1909 . in
.
m
average value of $24.72.
Gluckauf.
' Hence the assertion in
rltory.
domestic
The tQtal number of muieg of all Mining and Engineering World of last
The aggregate value of all
bees
reported
and
ln mo was 14798 vhlch ls g.6 week, in the editorial "Conservation,"
animals, poultry,
as com- - agescent of the number of horses and that the coal resources which will be
iu 1910 was about $42,972,000,
per
.
rared with $31,727,000 in xauu, m colts of tnese aduit mules, Dorn De- in sight two centuries from today
numbered
13,Q45. and their will exceed those of our owit day and
fOBej1909i
Amount of increase being 111,245,000,,
'
"
:
and' the rate 35.4 per cent.
average value was $105.17? :' Only generation, and that for such a period
anl- The total value of "the domestic in 1450 yeariing coits; born in 1909, at least, approaching exhaustion is a
were sported, having, an average minus factor.
mals was reported as $42,670,000
in 1900, vaue o j53.23; and 303 spring colts
What the world really needs anent
1910, as against $31,644,000
the increase amounting to $11,026,000 were reported, with an average value the conservation question are reliable
of $29.66.' There were 11,260 asses and official statistics, compiled, let us
or 34.8 per cent.
The poultry were valued at $256,- anQ Durros, with a'total vafue of $159,-50- 0 say, every twenty years or oftener.
Such statistics would show the rate
000 and an average value of $14.13.
in 1910 as compared with $62,400
or
Tne totai numi,er of swine :in. 1910 of increase in our coal resources or
in 1900, the gain being $194,100
or fuel reserves, ln the world's Iron ore
was 45,248, of which
310.9 per cent.'
The bees were valued at $46,300 in 3i 573. were reported as "Hogs born supplies, etc., and would not leave
The total value of such statistics to the personal vaga
1910 and $20,800 in 1900, an increase before 1910.
these was $241,000, and the average ries or different authors.
of $25,500 or 122.6 per cent.
The spring pigs, Dorn
it is therefore of special signifi
Cattle had a greater vame umu value $7.61.
any other class of domestic animals, in 1910) numbered 13,575, and their cance to the coal conservation ques
both in 1910 and in 1900. Their total average value was, reported as $2.50. tion that in 1912 the Congress of the
Tne 8ummary on poultry shows that world s geologists to be held in To
value in 1910 was $20,245,000, while In
1900 it was $17,978,000 an increase of tne totai numDer of farms reporting ronto, Canada, will assemble statistics
of the nations' coal resources as sub
The total value of the different kinds in 1910 was
12.6 per cent.
and lambs in 1910 was $11,905,- - 54 tne total number of fowl being mitted by the various geological sur000, as compared with $10,644,000 in 531,625, and the total value 256,000. veys and others. The
figures for
of 11.9 per cent,
of the total number of farms report-Ne- Canada have already been published
1900, an increase
and
were
horses
and
were reproduced in Minine and
in order in 1910
jng poultry, nearly all, or 19,495,
with a total value of $7,736,000, ported chickens, numbering ., 509,890, Engineering World last week (page
1,597 reported out. n
De remembered that the
as compared with $2,220,000 in 1900, valued at $238,000;
an increase amounting to 248.4 per turkeys, numbering 7,308, valued at last International Geological Congress
cent. The total value of mules and $12,6000; 557 reported ducks, tnumber-- ueia in totocKholm in 1910, compiled
!
t1 878
101ft nrac 1 dF,8 ft(in while in Inir 9 AQ9 iroliiori
,
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GENERAL

COMPANY

MOULTON-ESP- E

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks inlLiparketf fof l cuomers. Buys and sills
domestic ..and. foreign .exchaag.an4i. makes .telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world b as

SANTA FE, N.jM.

AGENTS,

v
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iiberal terms asare. glyen byany

.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

'

min-abl-

Window Frames,.
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

-a

hydro-electri-

0

1

7

.

c

Mouldings,

Sash, Doors,

Casings, Base,

Wainscotting,

"Ceiling,:
;

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work .
We solicit

a liberal share of your patronage.
'

.

33166.

.r

four-nttn-

-

--

President.

PALEN,

.

"J.

r

,

B. READ,

Cashier.

F. McKANE, Assistant

L. A. HUGHES,

'

?

.

Cashier.

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Jr. & SON

TiMIace

.

shall provide for full and complete
publicity 'or all political campaign expenses both before and after election
with severe penalties for corruption
and bribery of voters, for excessive
expenditure of money for political pur
poses whether by or for candidates
for public office.
No Politics In Judiciary.
"We pledge our party to the enact
ment of laws to provide for the separation ahff independence of the judi
ciary Irom political influence.
Compensation Laws.
"We favor, the enactment of com
laws coupled
pulsory compensation
with a wise plan of industrial insurance so that employes engaged - in
hazardous occupation or their .'f anti- lies may receive prompt compensation
for injuries or deaths, without the
delays injustice and expense of the

ng

t

.OFFICERS.

4

,

Estimates cheerfully furnished.;

P. M. HESCH,
Phone Black

SO

t J.

Custom Work,

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.

majwy-transmitti-

agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on conbank executes
signments of livestock and product's? The
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consist'
ent with sound banking.
- '

Santa Fe Planing Mill

ss-j;-

rCed

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Then Act!

Think About It!

sde Nathan Jaffa' to take a place on
the corporation 'commission but he
has thus far stood out against the
pressure. An earnest effort is also
being made that j Secundino liomtro
(
take1 a place on the commission.

'

.. Bursum's Acceptance
Speech.
Mr. Bursum's speech of asceptance
ot the nomination lor- governor was
'.'
as follows K 4
For
, "gentlemen of the convention
this confidence I .tbanK you. i acceyi
the nomination and shall to the very
best of my ability seek to obtain vic7. I
tory at the polls on November
accent the nomination with the full
approval of the platform which you
hovo tiara ndonted and it shall be
my pleasure to defend and to preach
the doctrine contained therein and
,

V'.

..
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Hotel

Wyilain Vauehn, Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in the West

.'.'...!'.;'iv((1.'i('
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WITH PRIVATE BATH

-
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.

santa fb, new Mexico

Larsre Samnla
Room for Com

t

mercialTrvelere

washinoton avenue

MONTEZUMAHOTEL

enunciated by the Republicans here in
rnnventlon assembled and the people
present system.
of New Mexico, and it is in those poliRECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL
That Blue Ballot.
cies so enunciated that I trust that
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
"While the question of the manner we will be enabled to obtain the apin which Republicans should vote on proval of the electors of the new state
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
Blue Ballot amendment of New Mexico on Novemner t.
the
well lighted and ventilated,
to our constitution shall not be re'
"If I am elected governor I shall
Rooms en suite with private bath ani phone.
garded as a test of party fealty, yet undertake to the best of my ability to
'
we regard the congressional require RPP to it that the laws are faithfully
FINK SAMPLE ROOM.
ment that we should vote thereon af executed and if we have had bad. laws
CHEERFUL DIKING
RATES $2.50 TO
THOS. DORAN
ter our constitution has been ratified the quickest way to secure their re'
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
;
$3.00 A DAY
Proprietor..
by a majority of over 18,000 as an peal will be through enforcement J
nnwarranted interference with .' the shall have no enemies to punish nor
right of self government and a reflec- friends to reward at the expense of
tion on the intelligent people of our the public. I will do my very nesi ro
wi
state, who should be allowed to amend carry out the promises and pledges
the constitution which they have ere-- contained in your platform.
r am elected governor I shall
11
similar figures for the iron resources aed in their, own way and at- - their, , .
it
,,10
so amended by favor the passage of a .xorruptprac- . 1900
it was $183,000, an increase of ported geese, numbering. 779, valued of the world. That congress laid to own time, and until
Goats and kids in at $1,013; 480 reported guinea fowls, rest the bugahfeo of possible exhaus- the yoluntaryact of the people, we de- tices act, There Is nothing so oemor696.2 per cent.
clare that the Republican party stands alizine in politics as the use of money Short Orders run Day &
512
tion
at
. 1910 were valued at $891,000, as comof
$894;valued
1,953,
iron
ore
Night. Regular Meals 25c.
numbering
supplies in the
future. The congress at To- by that constitution as it was adopted in election, and the sooner it is stop
pared with $473,000 in 1900; an in- reported pigeons, numbering 8,954,
Famished rooms in tonnection.
Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
crease of 88.3 per cent. Swine in valued at $1,662; 13 reported peafowls ronto will apparently do the same for by the convention and ratified by " the ped the better, andjl win pieage you
here that it shall be my effort to seek 222 San Francisco Street ' '
1910 was reported as valued at $275,- - numbering 46, valued at $179; and 1 coal.
But the greatest service of people.
G. LUPEIHEaRERA, Prop
::
.
valued
at sucn statistical compilation? will lie "In this connection we invite atten- wich leelslatlon as will guarantee to
000, as against $81,600 in 1900; ah; reported two pheasants,
elec
to
tion
the
'fact
that
honest
the
state
proposed
by
this
of
and
cent.
the
,
of
236.7
Asses
people
in
$30.
their enabling future generations
increase
per
,
ana
burros in 1910 were valued at $159,- - Of the whole number of farms In to authoritatively settle the conserva blue ballot- amendment there is no. tions, protection of the purity some
with $64,500 in the territory, those returning chickens tion question by precise figures of limit to the number of amendments sanctity of the ballot and provide en000, as compared
NO DIFFERENCE how long a time a person works at a
IT MAKES
were 55.6 per cent; oirkeys, 4.3 per past, present and future increases in which may be proposed at any one method by which the voter may be
1900, an increase of 146.6 per cent.
or
trade
profession If circumstances are unfavorable for the keenwithout
of
so
the
session
any
that each
legis abled to vote secretly
Cattle In 1910 constituted 47.1 per cent; ducks, 1.6 oer cent; pigeons, 1.5 our coal and fuel supplies as Well as time
of one's ability. In order to reach the uoint of
est
see
to
of
become
able
the
development
lature
may
equivalent
at
the
being
workers
polls
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1.4
of
coal and fuel consumption.
cent of the value
livestock; sheep per cent; guinea; fowls,
per cent;
one
to
the
convention
must be surrounded by the most able comhand
to
constitutional
about
whereby
Is
highest
proficiency
he
what
ticket,
and lambs, 27.7 per cent; horses and geese, 0.4 per cent; and peafowls' and
the constitution may be changed from electing Judges.
that pushes the less efficient into the shadows.
petitioncompetition
mules, 21.4 per cent; goats and kids pheasants, each less than
THE LEADER.
Public Lands,
beginning to end, and that all the safe
MRS. W. LINDHART, THE PALACE AVENUE MILLINER,
2.1 per cent; swine and poultry each, of 1 per cent.
The number of New
It has been a favorite saying of his- guards placed around the right of suf
"If I am elected governor it shall be
0.6 per cent; asses and burros, 0.4 Mexico farms reporting
poultry
conducted a store for a number of years ln Racine, Wis.,
successfully
creased 13,984, or 251.7 per cent, and torians, that for every crisis in New frage and other sacred rights of our my policy to urge and to use whatever
cent; and bees, 0.1 per cent.
secur-in- e only a few miles from Chicago and Milwaukee.
These cities are crecan
be
tak
our
towards
constitution
there
Mexico,
has
people
been
by
may.
I
called
Influence
possess
from
The total number of farms in the the value increased 310.9 per cent,
constitutional conven
the
from the people, a leader, en away by
a land nolicy; which will enable - ators of fashions, and; unless One has artistic ability that gives to
territory in 1910 was 32,032. Of these The total number of fowls increased with soil,
all the instincts and manifesta- tion, which may be immediately called: nomeseekers and home huijders to ob- each bonnet such individuality as is demanded by the well posted
86.8 per cent, or 30,392, reported do- - 226.1 per cent.
This large increase
succeed there at all. Mrs. Lindhardt sue- tions
of greatness, though he came under the provisions 01 tne blue oai-)tsmall tracts of land at tneir most lady buyer, one cannot
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voting
state,
have, that
pattern, it
appearance. She
surroundings.
per cent, or 19,410, reported cattle; fowls per farm reporting decreased
New Mexico can be said to be fac- ery voter who has- - the public welfare grants and'' the forest reserves, repre carries a fulkjlne of high-gra29.6 per cent, or 10,359, reported swine frm 29 to 27, due to the greater rela-16.- 8
material, and her work and prices
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ot
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sent nearly
win .piease you.
per cent, or 5,892, reported mules tive increase in the farms reporting ing a crisis. It is about to become ment
i ''
a state and it 'must henceforth shape
area of the state. There are those who
or colts; 9.9 per cent, or 3,462, re- - than in the number of fowls.
We pledge the Republican party to say that we ought, to retain the lands
ported asses or burros; 9.1 per cent' The number of farms reporting bees its own destinies. Precedents threator 3,183, reported goats or kids; and increased from 410 In 1900 to 418 in en especially new commonwealths, take the necessary steps as' provided as a future heritage and ,ior 'xuture
or 2 per cent The colonies of must be avoided, lest tney be irreme- in the constitution to eliminate from irfiTierations: that we ehouid lease
8.9 per cent, or 3,113, reported sheep 191
section 5 of article 21 thereof the them all and adoDt a sort 01 w ianuv
bees increased from )6,164 tc i0,052, diable.
or lambs.
v
If we are
63-or
The Republican party believes that clause prescribing certain qualifica- lord and tenancy policy.
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l
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in 1910 was 1,072,656.
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relative
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average value, $33.20.
bear his Just share and no more
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be made to produce, where It can
colonies.
of farms reporting dairy cows was
flrstovernor of the stat it Is true, of the burdens of taxation we pledge can
to provide tor; a family and
bemade
15,799, or 45.1 per cent of the total1
that enemies have sneered because he our party to a correction of the evils home, a
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that Italy would desist from her contemplated measures. Assurance was
given ol Turkey's desire tor a settlement of tee matters pending between
the two governments. '
The reply,, also stated that Italian
subjects in. Ottoman territory were
exposed to no danger, as the authorities afforded, them protection and
added that the Turkish military measures" had been suspended during the
period, of the negotiations for a settlement of differences.
The reply was. determined
(on at a
cabinet council which continued at the
palace from late yesterday until early"
today.-- - Upon receiving the communication the Italian charge immediately
f
it to.Rome.
; i
,
tegrph4
V Squadron Left Beirut
The Turkish squadron has left
Beirut and is returning to Constantinople. Every precaution has been
taken to preserve order in the capital
and throughout the provinces.
n What the Fight Is Over.
The: trouble between- Turkey and
Italy which culminated this afternoon
in a declaration of war at Rome, dates
back to 1878 when with the making of
the treaty- concluding the Russo-Tur- kish war. the powers are understood
to "have agreed to permit Italy a "pa- oifle penetration of Tripoli."
Turkey claims that this right has
been respected ever since. Italy has
cblonlzed Tripoli ' until her interests
In that African province are 'very"
great. She has asserted, however,
that hep subjects have been mistreat
ed by the Ottoman authorities and
consequently discriminated against

!

COUP,

BROS.

:

larding of farther
Secret Instructions' have ' been giv
en for the strategic distribution of
$ ships along the Albanian, Macedonian,
and Syrian coasts the momen action
!s begun, to prevent any 'Attempt by
TuTkey to attack the Italian coast
through priv tteers, Vhlci ',, will be

I Do not miss seeing out Stock

SELBI

i A Close Blockade.
Chiasso, Switzerland, Sept: 29.
The Itali
(On the Italian Frontier
an fleet has toeea ordered to maintain
a close blockade
Trioolitan
coast and prevent even 'by forca the

est

Confectionery. Fruits and
Fresh CreamPuffs Wednesday

rnone, 152

ALSO HANDLES

Phone 36

O. Box, 219.

Sure We Are Busy !

Groceries
&

Saturday

WHY?

Ked-AMAn- n

fil!TIFBBF7

PIMP

D. M. C.

Wash Embroidery, Silk
Cotton, and for Crotchet
Phone

Stamped Linen Doyles, Cushion
Tops and Center Pieces.

Main

49

'

Phone 49 Main

Because we have the real
Stock of
the City.

Parlor Market
and pjdeery"

plete army corps, which' wilf be used
in its entirety. It will be comjnanded
by' General Cir- Cane va ho has1 formed
his staff with General Braiccoola and
General. Pecori, each in, .command of
a division and with General Gastal-dell',
jof the general statlQ
e

are that the

His instruction

occu-

pation of Tripoli and Cyrene shall bo
conducted with the least delay, but
with prudence to avoid both foreign
complications and unnecessary bloodshed. ; ,i :tv"'0 .'!.;
Admiral Aubrey, in command of the
Italian vessels in the waters of Italy,
has been instructed, when the order
to begin the occupation is issued, to
mbark immediately the few Italians
'who may be left there and any foreigners wishing to-- leave.' These, it
is thought,, will amount to about 100.

Beef,

Pork,
Mutton,

Lamb

Home-Mad- e

NOMINEE FOR FIRST GOVERNOR.

available from the state penitentiarj
to work on public' roads. I am in
favor of doing away with, all- manu-

at the penitentiary

factures

!

Children's Coats

Sausage,

Blue Point Oysters, Fish

(Continued From Page Four.)

which

may compete with the laboring man.
!'-- .
Recalling Judges.
,"The issue to my mind which will
likely come up within the very near
future of this state and which is
most dangerous is the recall of the
It is very likely that the
judiciary.
proposition may be endorsed by- - the
Democracy of this state at this elec- tion. If it is, there ought to be a vig-orous fight made to stamp It out for
all time. It is a most dangerous and
proposition, in my mind

from the- Albanian coast, which that has been submitted as a govern-Icn aabpTOsite s de of the Adriatic mental policy.:,To say that the dec!- sea and is but a
hour; sail from sion of a court shall be subject to the
the Italia Bhore, which is quite unde- - j will of the majority to my mind, is
fined. The ships have been instruct- - an absolute denial of the personal
ed also to defend not only Italians but "S"1 and of Property right. Tyranny
tne majority is as oppressive, as
all foreigners on Ottoman territory. ,
landing forces if necessary or taking the tyranny of a, king or potentate! v'
Compulsory Insurance.
fugitives aboard.
"I am in favor of compulsory inThe expedition consists of a comsurance which will provide for fami- are engaged in
Headaches rise from
stomach ,ies of emPloy8
I think this
troubles nine times in ten. Why take hazardous occupations.
a duty that we owe. I do not think
nnunn.,
tn mprclv dull tha naln that will re. that it is just .or decent that families
ih'A -!of employes who. are occupied in hazt.
,ta. - i
ard0UB employment, should he left to
,.h
uttiMi .tomM,
.
the charge of the public. There ought
,
,
,
o
. . t, .
.
iu a. jw niiuuwB, una vei-scontains . v
absolutely no, poison; it Is a delight-- 1
mavHa nmiHM ari.
or"
"
r
'
fal effervescent drink. m
x ouuJ
famules should te taken care ot
the Capital Pharmacy.
There is only otiewAy to do it; place
The "Capital Pharmacy will refund the burden where ; It belongs. Ulti
the purchase price if it fails to do all
mately it will have to be paid by the
we claim. Is this fair?
' consumer
and I think that is about as
fair a place to put it as can be thought

and

Fresh-Dresse-

POULTRY

d

FRUITS
.

"

$2.50 to $5.00

VEGETABLES

Forbes' Quality
and Steel-C-

das-Roast-

These are our selections, and if you look them
over you will find there is a big difference.

ed

ut

V COFFEE, 30c LB.

W. N. TOWNSEND

No better guarantee to
offer than money back if
not satisfactory when you

THE MASTER TAILORS.

at the Parlor Market.

deal

M

An

Business

M

&

NOTHING BETTER.

LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Qasper Avenue.

s

-

WM. D. ARRIGHI

In Our Immense New Windows

PROPRIETOR.

ti

i.n

can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,

You

;

,

FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut
Parlor and Diainf Room Sets, which are the admiration of all Santa Fe.

'.

FO R: SALE j

WEEK

$8.50to$35.00

Veal and

HOLM O. BURSUM IS REPUBLICAN

THIS

Ladies' Cloaks

CORN-FE- D

,

,

SPECIAL

OUR

CITY

.

THE TIME TO BUY

-

f

ate

up-to-d-

'

s

P.

AND CAKE

6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c

Dally.

MILLINERY

-

th'

FRESH BREAD

HEADQUARTERS FOR FINE

-

MEN

PLAZA BAKERY

MISSA.MUGLER

TURKEY.

ON

(Continued Irem page one.
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We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival anything of the kind in the Southwest, are also worth looking at

HOT WATER BOTTLES
Is now. We have

just received
alarfelinedirect fromfactory,
thereby insurinf fresh foods.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

.--

XX XX

i

ss X X X

X X

X X X X

;

.

.

to,.

.

the State.
For Full Particular$:CaU :on the Undersigned,
In the Best City in

0.

:

GO.

Where Prices are
FOR

Staple

Beautiful Hand -- Painted China
,

-

Fancy

Cr YONTZ,';SSg"

SAFE QUALITY.

,

S50"

recently in the state of Massachusetts
and I understand,, that the law has
j been
declared constitutional. I think
'
that we ought to have that sort of a
j

Juke

Pine Apple

'

ANovalld;;,:i
H2iy dhost,

Pecos and Mora Rtver

eek

$

;

J

.

Willow and Bear Creeks

guarantee each and every Bottle we sell to last one year.

ADOLPH

BUTT BROS. CO.,J
Always

v

Reliable

108

Day and Nifht Phone.

Phone,

130

led.

This must go NOW

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X

and is THE BIGGEST BARGAIN
ever offered in Irrigated Lands.

i
a

GOOD

HOUSE,

fruit trees,
wells, chicken house, 300
acres in alfalfa. Ask about it before TOO LATE.
'
'
three-year-o- ld

40

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone Black

No. 52

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

J. P. Steed

Man-Tailored-tO'Your-Measure

& Son

SUITS, GOATS AND SKIRTS
'

Grape Juice

Customers and Friends are cor-- r
dially invited to inspect our

FOR WOMEN and MISSES.

PORTFOLIO OF FASHIONS,

'

speech.

PARTING NEATLY

-

If yeu want anything an earth

New Mexican want aC

Try

All Work Guaranteed.

Satisfaction

Guaranteed
JULIUS H. GERDES.

DONE

Phone,

led

115

IN STYLE, QUALITY

AND

FIT

1
i!
i!

CO.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Elberto Peaches

fsjiiiaco.

St

80 acres all under ditch and exceptionally good fence.

Carriage & Automobile

sign painting!

.'

Palace Avenue

im-

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXK

4

,

HpGApitlSldS.

A

M

It is Just as necessary to have healthy
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
The Most Delicious of Drinks, Pal- fruit trees as it is to have healthy
i
and to prevent the spread of
atable and Refreshing. A De-- sheep,
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
.
. '
disease.
.
cided Aid to Digestion. " v
.
Limit to Taxation.
305 San Francisco Street,
1 Deueve that we should . have a
limit to taxation and that that limit
JISTAFEWOFTHOSE
should be , placed as low as may be
4
EXTRA FANCY
compatible with the carrying on of a
,'good government. --I am In favor of
reasonable salaries. I believe that
any man who is worthy of being elect
'IV.
LEFT..
,
ed to an office ought to be paid a living
.
reasonable-salaryCARPENTERS
..If I am elected
shall do all in my power to seeure for
AND
CABINET
MAKERS.
New Mexico a stable, economical and
conservative administration,.
"Gentlemen, I thank you..".. ; .
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
Prolonged
applause followed his
SIGN

lelch's

KM

X

s'x

.

:.

We

.

Pure Hawaiian

Ms

on every article in our store at
mensely reduced prices.

Horticultural Interests.
Phone, led Mf. Niiht Phone, Red 58. J j
"I think that we ought to do some
encour
and
toward
building up
thing
aging the horticultural interests' in
New Mexico. We have the finest cli
mate, the greatest measure of skin- X X X X X X X X X X X X X
X
shine, that give? us the best flavor
of fruit that can be found
in the United States,
it Is an
actual fact that on account of lack of
PAINTING
treatment and of spraying the fruit
trees a great deal of our fruit is lost
and wasted. We ought to have a system of inspection and have the agricultural college look after those Interests.

jet

M

SPECIAL SALE

DRUGGISTS

any-plac-

DOLE'S

May

V,

one-hal-

law.

Flour, Hay and Grain,

4VAOiHRANCH
On

&

Groceries

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Arti
de That You Might Be Interested In- '
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
'and we can show you. Our stock fs complete In all details

rt

AllofNexfWeek

K

relieve

;

LOWEST

f.'.H.

Immensely both
the corporations and the employes
There will be no necessity of those
who have claims against corporations
to employ an attorney, who will take
f
his claim and charge
the
'amount recovered. There will t be no
necessity to wait three or four year
j for the ultimate decision, of the court
'but there will be a prompt, fair and
I
just remedy, and whatever the amount
may be it will be promptly paid with
j out expense.
This plan has been tried
will

I

Santa Fe, N. M.

.

a

S. KAUHE

H.

C. WATSON & CO.,

'119 San Francisco St.,

It

of.
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isten ! Why Not Get trie Benefit of All the Light ?
are using It. It saves, on your light
navltig It right where
THE
and
Our display rooms are open for your
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bill
SAVES
EYES.
be seen anywhere, and we will

you
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FLAYS DEMOCRATS
FOR BLOCKING STATEHOOD.

L. B. PRINCE

St, Louis Rocky Mt, &
Pscific

Railway

GENERAL OFFICES
1

p m

.

.

19

Miles

,
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35
8
60
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9 35
10 00

4
11
18
20

25
81

42
49
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........
v

4 16
4 43
6 00
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6 18

.......

68
76
82
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6 2i
6 45
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Tat 1910

(Read Up)
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STATIONS

2

Lv. .Dei Moines. N. M...Ar
Rumaldo
Dedman
Oapulln
Vigil
Thompson
Cunningham
....Clifton House N.M
A.T
Raton. N. M
T.,y,
i.Lv
Ar
Raton, S.M
.. .Clifton Home K'M....
SPreston
Koehler Junction
Koehler

Ask Las Vegas Where He Is.
"Will some one please inform the
anxious gang what has become of Andrews. They would like to know where
he Is, when he is coming, and the size
of his 'Keester.' " Roswell News.

00
60

30
16
05
45
25

...

155
130
10 16
9 49.
9 32
8 55

....

9 05
8 20
8 02
7 46

Oerrosoeo

Lv
Olmarron
Olmarron
Ar am
N'ash
Harlan
Ute Park, N. M...Lv

Ar

20

12!

4
3
3
3
3
2
2

UOolfax

Ar
Lv

success and prosperity In his future
Democrats Meet Tomorrow.
The Grant county Democratic con- life. Silver City Independent.
mmm
vention meets at Silver City tomorrow.
Deming Elects Delegates.

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept,

(Rend Down)

6
6
6
6

86
27
17
00

.p m

p m

....

tOonnects at Colfax with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train both North and Sontb.
(Stage tor Van Honten N, M, meets trains at Preston N.I M.
Stage leaves Dte Park, N, M for Mllzabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally except
aadays, Fare te.uu one war 33.50 .ound trip: fifty pound baggage carried free.
O. A S. train leaves Des Mclnes, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p, in. arrives from tbe
..
tb at 4:88 a. m
-.

i.

S. G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

VAN

HOUTEN,
G. M.,
V. P.

F. M. WILLIAMS,

a P. Agent,

Anent One B. S. Rodey,
"It is about time for B. Shandon
Rodey to put in an appearance. He
declared ten years ago that he intended to be one of the first pair of sena
tors from New Mexico. Rodey is per
sistent and now is the time for him
to get busy." Roswell Morning News.
Andrews Keeps Promise.
"According to his promises in the
postoffioe matter Mr. Andrews has
succeeded in having Vado the new
postoffice south of here opened in
place of the former post office of Earl-haMiss Forence Hutchina is postmistress of the new office." Rio
Grande Republican.-

The Dem-

Deming, N. M., Sept. 29.

ocratic convention for the purpose of
canvassing the returns of the primaries of the 23rd and certifying the
result, and also for electing delegates
to the state convention at Santa Fe
and to the judicial and senatorial conventions, met in Clark's opera house

The meet2:30 p. m. Wednesday.
ing was called to order by Dr. M. J.
Moran, John Seifert was elected chairman, and H. 'D. Green, secretary.
The chair appointed R. Swanzy,
Clarence HonL C. W. Cook as a committee to canvass the returns. A recess was taken while this wag done.
The following delegates were elected to the judicial convention: John
Corbett, H. G. Bush Clarence Hon
and J. N. Upton. The following were
elected delegates to the state convention: J. A. Mahoney, John Corbett, J.
These men will also
R. Waddill.
serve as delegates to the senatorial
convention.

at

Bujac for Attorney General.
"In a list of prominent Democrats
in New Mexico who may be nominated by the state Democratic convention to meet Oct. 3rd, at Santa Fe,
Eddy county has two distinguished
citizens mentioned Dr. M. P. Skeen
for superintendent of instruction, and
Captain E. P. Bujac for attorney general. This is all right and they are
The Democracy
two good ones.
might go much further and not do
near so well. Put Eddy county for
these gentlemen." Artesia Advocate.

Judge DunnIT

- ..

1,

T"

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

!T?3ttl

Ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via N3W
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, '

THE
BEST

Drop ot Blood

Or a little water from the human system when
thoroughly tested by tbe chief chemist at Dr.
Pierce's Invalids Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., tells the
story of impoverished blood nervous exhaustion
cor some kidney trov'-linniions are

Dona Ana county, Vf. H. H. Llewellyn.
Eddy county, F. E. Ferree.
i
Grant county, W. D. Murray.
Guadalupe county, George Sena.
Lincoln county, Manuel Jiron.
Luna county, C. J. Kelly.
McKinley county, Edward Hart.
Torrance county, Victor Guerro.
Taos county, S. C. Probert.
Union county, Francisco Olivas.
Valencia county, Solomon Luna.
Mora county, Tito Milendez.
Otero county, James Baird.
Rio Arriba county, M. A. Gonzales.
Quay county, H. H. McEIroy.
Roosevelt county, S. F. Anderson.
Sandoval county, Julian Lucero, and
E. Baca.
San Juan county, Ross Martinez.
San Miguel county, Antonio A.

-:

.

made without cost and is on! n sm-- U part oi t'.io
work of the btaj cf Fyshla-- s tnd jurgsons under
the direction o Dr. P.. V. I iirca giving the best
medical advice possible without cast to those
who wish to write and make a lull statement of
symptoms. An imitation of natures method oi
restoring waste of tissue and impoverishment of
the blood and nervous force is used when you
take an alterative and glycerio extract of roots,
without the use of alcohol, such as ,.:

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
Which makes the stomach strong, promotes the Bow oi digestive juices, restores the lost appetite, makes assimilation perfect, invigorates the liver and
purifies and enriches the blood. It is the great
and restorative nerve tonic. It makes men strong in body, active in mind
and cool in judgment, uet what you ask tori
blood-make-

in a manner that is of universal de
Santa Fe county, Jose Ortiz y Pino. light to theatre-goerSierra county, H. A. Wolford.
Tile date selected for the long de
Socorro county, J. S. McDavis.
layed tour of "The Barrier" to appear
Torrance county, H. G. Souders.
in this city at the Elks Theatre is on
Taos county, G. V. Randall.
October 6.
Friday,
Union county, M. F. Gallegos.
Valencia county, John Becker.

Far rates and full information address

May Run.
n,Ann4nv MaWB

DEMOCRATIC

Holloman for Judge.
The first of the candidates for the
eight district judgeships to be nominated by the Republicans, is Reed F.
Holloman of Tucumcari, whose record
in tne constituionai convention as a
delegate was a most admirable one
and who made many warm friends
during his stay in Santa Fe. George
T. Remley of Cimmarron was nominated for district attorney in the same
district which consists of Colfax,
h
Union, Quay and Taos counties.
nominations were unanimous and both
are assured of election. Both are in
attendance at the- - state convention.

i

STATE1C0WVENT
SANTA FE;
For the above occasion the

E.-.t-

Curry County Names Delegates.
The Curry county Democratic
convened in the chamber of
commerce at Clovis, Monday.
The
county chairman, A. W. Hockenhull
presiding. The meeting was marked
for its harmony, and those present
are sanguine that they will be able to
elect all the Democratic nominees of
Saturday's primary.
The following were elected to rep- resent Curry county in the coming
state convention at Santa Fe: W. D.
McBee, Judge Harry L. Patton, C. E.
Dennjs, S. A. Jones, Melrose; C. V.
Steed, Baylor Triplett, Texico; S. L.
n

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
will protect one fare for the round trip

FROM
ALL

STATIONS

ITS LINES IN NEWpEXICO.

ON

TO
SAlNTA FE, N. M.

Brown, Charles Schurick,
Gee, and T. J. Mabry.

SELLING DATES. From Aztec and Farmingtoni September 29 and 30; from Chama and Lumberton, September
30 and October l ; from Embudoand Espanola, October I and 2.

Roswell's

ANNUAL

CURTIS

9-1-

AVIATION

MEET

" Birdmen " of International Repute will thtill the crowd
y
for

$1,000

three days, October ll, 12 and 13
BULL " DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
to be raced ' Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct,
13. This stake was given
'S
by the
BLACk-WELL-

DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

BASEBALL

EVERY DAY

l

EXCITING

HORSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH,

President..

JOHN B.McMANUS,

ROSWELL AUTO CO.,
Carrying the TL B. mall and
aaagan between Vaughn, N. M, and
BaawalL N. at, connecting with the
13 Paaa
Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison, To-peka ft Santa fa Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. bl,v ar-rive in Roswell at 1:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at U:M a.
arrive la Vaughn at S:30 p. m.
'

'

.

J

Secretary-Manage-

r

ROSWELL N, M.

Baggage allowance 100 lbs. t
aea regular ticket, excess baggage
at. the rata of $6.00
per hundred lbs
We are equipped to carry any kind
ot trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs
Special rates are given for ex cur
sions, for eight or mora passengers.
For further information, write tat
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M. V
.

W. STOCKARD,

MANAGE

a

115.

North South'
Bounds Trains.

Meets Both
Relieves CATARRH of

the

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bouna train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten- miles shorter than any other

BLADDER
. and all
Discharges In

WlH.i

-

24HOURS
EMh

way.. Good

capsule bears the
nameCkT
Beware of (MIDY1

v

coutuerjeut.

Hacks and good

covered-

teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take in
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
Station.

S

Sold hy all iragtittM.

-

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
Qeneral Express Forwarders

Z

'

All Parts of The World
,BC0,wl,nto
by Purchaalor
nnflPV

4

,

TO

..,

1--

Walls
jtaurjQ OomastJe Money Orders, Travelers'
Chaclrg and Foreign Money Orders

Mf V JllUllvj

Payable

U.

laWtfkMt

aod aO Foreifn
Covntries

S., Canada, Mexico

!

Plays im rayers

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES, Agent.
FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire at popular prices Nuggiea and saddle home,
CCMICK'S

UNE

:
Phone Bleek

BACK

THEODORE C0K1ICK,
1SB

Pits.

.

Delegates.

OF INTEREST TO

JM&V

.

19II

4,

.Notable

Tobacco's

V

hio-hl-

W. H. Stine, J. C Champion, W. A.
Bryant, L. Dills . j. TannehiU, Geo.
R. Urton, J. P. 'hite. Otto Hedgeoxe,
G. A. Richardson, Ed. S. Seay. R. L.
Bradley, R. D. Bowers, G. G. Gilmore,
W. G. Urton.
In Precinct No. 2, those receiving
the highest number of votes were:
J. W. Stockard, J. C. Peck, C. C.
TannehiU, J. J. Jaffa, Harry Morrison,
E. T. Amonett, Dr. C. F. Montgomery,
J H. Pills, Dr. C. M. Yafcer, c. W.
Haynes, M. U. Finley, J. H. Mullin.

HOLIDAY

With

Firm

In American

8

The following delegates were cho
sen at the primaries Saturday to rep
resent Roswell Precinct No. 1, at the
first state convention at Santa Fe,
October third:
John W. Poe, A. Pruit, E. H. Wil
liams. W. W. Phillips, B. F. Harlow,

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct.

Democratic

Strength

"

,,

...

RETURN LIMIT, OCTOBER 8.

THE PEOPLE'S

G. B. Mc- -

Were

Bonds

6's Which Touched

him with
manslaughter
Mexico for a permit to appropriate
,v,
a
ultimo v ,ixj laiuvau mau nuv
the public waters of tre Terrlclubbed and who afterwards died in
Mexico.
the hosDital at Toneka. This is the tory 01
Such appropriation Is to be made
first court session in the new J25.000
court house. In opening court, Judge 'from Valle de los Cabolla at a point
sec. 15. T. 26 N.. R. 7 E., by
nmnl1montoH tha mntv KW
Pnno
means of diversion and storage I
on it's nroeress. and the nice buildin
l-acre teei is
they now possess, so much so because j 1 cu. ft. per sec. ana
Sec. IS,
they are the only new county which to be conveyed to NE
Sec. 14, T. 26 N R. 7 E., by
own such a nice building, and - they NW
built it by their own taxation. The means of ditches and small reservoir
judge also called attention to the fact and there used for Irrigation of 20
that Curry county has never missed acres and domestic purposes.
a session of court for the lack of funds.
The Territorial Engineer will take
this application up for consideration
Mechem and Griffith.
on the 26th of Octeber, 1911, and all
The judicial district convention of persons who may oppose the granting
Valencia. Socorro and Sierra counties, i nf the above annlicatlon must me
met this forenoon at Las Vegas, and their objections substantiated with ai-nominated M. C. Mechem for district fldavits with the Territorial Engineer
judge, and J. E. Griffith as district and copy with applicant on or before
attorney, positions that both occupy that date.
now. Their election is assured prac- CHAKLiKH u. shiuubaS,
I
Territorial Engineer.
tically without opposition.

charging
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STOCK MARKETS TONE .
STEADIER TOWARD NOON.

San Antonio, Texas, Sept. 29.
New York, Sept. 29. The course of
While the citrus fruit crop of South
west Texas has not been as great the stock market during the early sesthis year as in some past seasons, the sion was governed almost entirely by
quality of fruit' is of such excellence j tne activities of the short Interest.
Toward midday the tone became
as to cause a broadened effort In deand speculation grew quiet
steadier
to
land
For
culture.
citrus
fruit
voting
showed an im
years, Beeville in Bee county, has United States rubber
and general elec
been the center of Satsuma ; orange provement of 3
tric 3.
,
growing. In this locality particularly
Bonds were firm, with notable
adare
areas
for
being prepared
large
in American Tobacco 6's
ditional orchards. Along with the strengthtouched
115.
which
growing of oranges for a number of
Wabash 4's rose over a point
years, has grown bee culture on rather an extensive scale, until Bee coun
ty is making itself a close second in
honey production to that of Uvalde WOOD'YS HACK LINE
county, the recognized center of the
famous "honey belt" of Texas. In adFrom
dition to the citrus fruit development
BARRANCA TO TAOS
in Bee county, many orchards will be

-

EUGENE FOX, a. p. & p. Agent,
El Paso Texas.

flesh-build-

planted during the present autumn
in the Nueces valley as far west as
Cotulla In La Salle county.

CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE
NOW HAS A BOOM.

Committee on Resolutions.
,
Bernalillo county, F. E. Wood.
Chaves county, C. L. Parsons.
Colfax county, Charles Springer.
Curry county, R. E. Rowles.
Dona Ana county, H. B. Holt.
Eddy county, J. F. Newkirk.
Grant county, W. H. Newcomb.
Guadalupe county, Crecenciano Gal-

!

ROUTE

r,

Gal-lego- s.

"Judge James M. Dye says he Is in
no sense, a candidate for the office of ' i0na
judge of the supreme court of New t Lincoln county, George B. Barber.
Mexico, it is generally conceaea mat
Luna county, A. W. Pollard.
Eastern New Mexico, and probably
McKinley county, F. P. Woodburn.
Chaves county, is entitled to repreMora county, J. F. Curns.
sentation on the supreme bench; and
Otero county, Edward Meecham.
vhile Judge Dye has the ambition to
Rio Arriba county, E. O. Hernandez.
serve as a member of that high court,
Quay county, Reed Holloman.
as most every lawyer has, he says he
Roosevelt county, F. J. Mullinary.
has known for some time that his law
Sandoval county, E. A, Miera and
partner, Judge W. A. Dunn, had In- M. J. Montoya.
dicated to his friends that he would
San Juan county, George F.
for the office in case they saw
stand
Luna County Democratic Ticket.
San Miguel county R. E. Twitchell.
to
and so
him on the
The Democrats cf Luna county will fit asplace is even a ticket; candiSanta Fe county, T. B. Catron.
he
receptive
tomorrow nominate the following long
Sierra county, F. H. Winston.
declares he cannot
Dye
date,
Judge
ticket, the slate having been affirmed honorably allow his friends to use his
Socorro county, M. C. Mechem.
at the primaries: House, S. J. Smith,
name in that connection.
county commissioner, first district,
NOTICE,
James W. Philips; second district,
Praises
Curry,
Pope
Territorial Engineer.
of
Judge
Department
John Hund; third district, C. L. HubJudge W. H. Pope returned SaturNumber of Application 591.
bard; sheriff, Hal Kerr; treasurer, Jo- day evening from Clovis where he
Santa Fe, N. M., July 26, 1911.
seph Chester; assessor, Joseph A. has been holding court. He will re
Notice is hereby given that on the
Stump; clerk, Charles R. Hughes; su- turn Monday,
court
continuing
perintendent cf schools, Leroy Hon; in Curry county until
probate court, C. F. Fielder; surveywhen h.. will en tn PnrlRhnd Rdrtv wun aecuuu o, nugauuu
of Vallecltos,
or, E. M. Carter; chairman county
1907, Lucas . Gallegos.
.,
t.
i
x ntno uuc v.n
.
uiiis uavc uccu
Ta9vtiitv nf
wumj. rT.,i..
committee, George Leffler.

ASK FOR TICKETS
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Praises Judge Parker.
"With the end of the September
term of court Saturday, Judge Frank
w. ranter completed ms labors as
district judge for Grant county. Judge
Parker was appointed on the bench In
1898 and has since served continuous
ly. During that time he has held
court in urant county twice a year
and has won for himself a justly de
served and merited reputation as an
upright judge and an able jurist His
rulings and decisions have been
marked with absolute impartiality,
and during his long service as district
judge he has had the absolute confi
dence of litigants and attorneys. Judge
Parker will be sincerely missed from
the bench in Grant county and his
many friends here wish him every

EVERY

PATRIOTIC

SON

NEW MEXICO

QF

The handsomest, the most elaborate and
complete map of the State of New Mexi ;o
Is now ready for sale. Arouid the map
we have produced, handsomely engraved,
the photographs of the delegates who
framed the Constitution of the new State
Our map Is the best, the most attractive and elegant ever made of
of any State when admitted Into the Union. ' It is In Itself a souve
nir for the delegates and for any patriotic son of New Mexico. The
size of the map is 40x50 inches, printed in several colors ; at the top
is a rampant American Eagle, and at the bottom the Capital of
Santa Fe with the brilliant Sun of the State rising' behind the
"
Capitol's dome.

It will

I
:

'

,

ELEANO R HABER.

Rex Beach selected Eleaner Haber
to play the role ot Chore Malotte in
the New York production of "The
Spoilers" presented by Daniel Froh-ma- n
but Miss Haber wljp was then
Use fe Remits
but a short time in America had the
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
conventional prejudice of the English
They work directly on the KIDNBYS, actress against playing unsympathetic
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES, roles.
.'v:""i
and their beneficial effect la felt from the
When "The Barrier was originally
tart. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and produced by Messrs. . Klaw & Erlan-ge- r
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
at the New Amsterdam Theatre,
CONGESTION of tbe KIDNEYS, IN- New York City, Eugene Presbrey, the
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and dramatist, added bit request to that
annoytegORIN ARY IRREQULARmES of Rex Beach that Mitt Haber be en
trusted with tbe part of "Necia. "
they exercise a permanent benefit.
TOMIO IN ACTIO
- OUIOK IN RgBULTS , Klaw ft Erlanger had Mist Florence
For sale by all drcggltta.
Rockwell under contract, however.

READ for PROFIT

77
-

and could make no change in their
stipulated plans. When this transcon
tinental tour was booked for "The

Barrier," the author and playwright

jointly specified that the one condi
tion they would impose on the man
agement was that the leading role be
entrusted to Miss Haber, therefore the
laurels she is winning while distinctly her own, must reflect credit upon
the judgment of Rex Beach and
"
.
'
,
Eugene Presbrey.
r Miss Haber is not a star in this particular. rThere are no stars In "The
Barrier" company. It la a capably
constructed evenly balanced aggregawho are presenting
tion of player-fol- k
this delightful story of "tfca latt west"

be a historical ornament for evoffice
and home in the new State,
ery

and every patriotic and public-spiritcitizen can hardly alford to be without

'

ed

one.
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We have two different classes of maps':
First-clas-

"
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. . . . . . $10X3
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Second-dais-
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Send Immediately your order to the
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In America Is Vehemently

Denounced by Former
Secretary Ballinger
REFORMERS

JNJM

AND PAIN

ONLY

Cured by Lydia E Pinkham's
Compound.
Some People Want Government Vegetable
rrpstftn. Towa. " I was troubled for
to Do Everything for Them,
a long time with inflammation, pains
He Say.
sick
in my

progressing when we advocate the
doctrines of federal oppression against
which every line of the constitution
cries out? Is it progress to the advancement of popular rights to give
unbridled power to bureaucrats? No!
It is going back to the evils we struggled to emancipate ourselves from.
Again, is it progress and sound re
form to say we will no longer tolerate
the system which gave a fee simple
title to the industrious and courageous prospector and settler in the public lands; a system which has made
the great mass of our people home
builders and the .builders of new commonwealths stored with wealth and
civic progress unrivaled in all the
range of human endeavor?"

ft

By JANE OSBORN
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William Gordon's open, boyish face
clouded with a perplexed frown. He
propped his feet uncomfortably on bis
waste-pape- r
basket and looked vaguely
Into the sleet-tilleatmosphere visible
from his twentieth story office window.
William had come to the startling
discovery that he was In love with his
stenographer. Constance Peck. He did
not know much about her save that a
year before she had been left an orphan, and had come to the great city
with its chances of work; that she bad
turned to stenography as a means of
making a living; that she had been
sent to him in answer to a request at
the business school where she had
studied; and that she lived alone In a
third-rat- e
boarding house.
But about Constance, the young woman he had fallen In love with, be
knew a great deal. He knew that her
soft brown eyes made him forget the
worries and discouragements of his
struggling young law practice; that
her sweet voice reminded him. somehow, of a bird that used to sing In his
father's apple orchard when he was a
child; that her comforting presence
had Income a real necessity to him,
and a thousand other things about her
that he mused on by himself.
But William was troubled. It was
one thing to be in love with the yong
woman who worked for him; It was
another thing te tell her. He could
not, as he would have done If Constance had been anyone else than his
stenographer, lead up gradually to the
question. Constance, he
knew from experience, would refuse
Invitations to dinner or the theater on
the ground that he and she were only
business acquaintances, and
when be was dictating business
letters of talking over office work was
out of the question to a man like William.
"Bother it all." said William; "I
don't even know where her boarding
house is, and I don't dare ask her to
let me call; she'd think I was pitying
her, and a girl like Miss Peck wouldn't
stand for that."
So William decided to let things go
on as they were; as long as Constance
worked for him, she would at least be
near him, and In course of time, he
hoped, she might come to feel as he
did.
"Though I don't see how a girl like
Constance could care for a duffer like
me," he said.
In the little outside office, where
freckled Johnny Jenks, the office boy.
and waiting clients when there were
any usually kest her company, Constance Peck sat Before her typewriter.
Her brown eyes were filled with trou
ble, and her thoughts wandered from
the qulrls and flourishes In the notebook by her side. For Constance Peck
was owning to htrself that she was In
love with her employer.
"I ought to leave," said Constance
to herself. "It len't his fault, though,
and I suppose leaving would put him
In a hole for another stenographer.
Well, 111 Just stick it out and maybe
sometime No; a man like Mr. Gor
don couldn't eare for a girl like me.
that's certain. Anyway, If I stay I'll
be near him every day, and that's
something."
Johnny's chatter broke In unpleas
antly on her speculations. "
"Aw, pshaw!" said Johnny. "You're
worse than the boss. The two of
you've got something on your minds,
and he nodded wisely as he tried to
get a telephone number.
"Johnny." said Miss Peck, "I've got
to have quiet or I'll never get my
work done. Ill give you a dime If
youll go take a little walk for a half
an hour."
So it was that, some twenty minutes
later, William Gordon, his resolve to
"let things go," resolutely In his mind,
walked Into the outer office to find his
stenographer, struggling with a similar resolve, sitting alone before her
typewriter. Tears shone in her dark
eyes.
i "Where's that scamp of a boy?" demanded William, fiercely, thinking perhaps the boy was the cause of the
d

WANTED HIS FEE IN ADVANCE
siue,
headaches and nervousness. I had taMexican)
Had Good Reason for In- (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Denouncken so many medi- Physician on
Denver, Colo., Sept, 29.
Money Before Treatlisting
cines
that
was
toI
Patient for Insomnia.
ing
ing what he termed a tendency in
and
discouraged
government
ward "bureaucratic
thought i would
never get well. A
America," and declaring that certain
"Doctor," said the caller, 'Tm a vicfriend told me of tim of insomnia. Can you cure me?"
reformers were introducing doctrines
"I can," replied the
which are "the antithesis of reform,'
"But
Lydia E. Pinkham's
vesretable Com before I take the case physician.
I want to ask
Richard A. Ballinger, former Secrepound and it re you one question. Are you in busitary of the Interior, addressed the
stored me to health, ness
for yourself or do you work for
Public Lands Convention today. He
1
have no more
took occasion to reply to a recent pain, my nerves are stronger and I can others?"
oririroca at Renttle.
"I'm employed in a grocer's shop,"
Washington of do my own work. Lydia E. Pinkham's
L. Vegetable Compound cured me after answered the
patient.
Secretary of the Interior Walter
everything else had failed, and I rec"Then youll have to pay in adFisher.
to
ommend
other
women."
it
suffering
said
the doctor. "I'm not
"Is it progress to give unbridled
Mks. Wm. Seals, 605 W. Howard St., vance,"
doubting your honesty, but rit-- r I get
nnner tn bureaucrats ?" asked Mr. Creston, Iowa.
with you the chances are
"There is a set of people
Ballinger.
Thousands of unsolicited and genu through
so soundly you'll lose
in this, as there is in every country, ine testimonials like the above prove you will sleep
Then you can't pay me."
who want the government to do every the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's your Job.
thing for them, because they are Vegetable Compound, which is made
The Military Rule.
either too indolent or incompetent exclusively from roots and herbs.
A southern farmer was trying to
women who suffer from those dis
to do for themselves," he continued.
ills should not lose sight of sell a mule to a negro who two years
"This is the essence of socialism. tressing
these facts or doubt the ability of Lydia oefore had been kicked on the head
Therefore, every tendency toward the E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to
by the animal.
alteration of our constitutional sys restore their health.
"Of course," said the farmer, "this
is
tem which encourages paternalism
"
advice
mule kicks, but
want
write
If
yon
special
destructive of the essential principles to Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass.
"I
wan'
don'
the colhim,"
The bu She will treat
of Republican institutions.
as ored man emphatically.objected
your
is strictly confidential.
reaucratic theory of government,
For 20 years "Just because
be kicks?" asked the
destructive of our representative sys she has been helping sick women farmer, with an air of
contempt.
In
Don't
cf
this
free
way,
charge.
tem.
once.
"Humph!" grunted the negro. "Dat
write
hesitate
at
the
of
govern
formation
"In the
mule don't kick.. He shoots." Popument the constitution recognized exe accurate view.
lar Magazine.
cutive departments as essential and
The extent to which bureaucratic
Congress from time to time extended ambition may be carried can perhaps
Not to Be Encouraged.
their number until there are now nine be illustrated best by the scheme, at An Oklahoma editor was much inunder
ereat executive departments
one time seriously considered by cer- terested in a scientific note he enthe federal government. It was found tain bureau heads, to dismember the countered in an eastern paper, to the
necessary for the proper dispatch of Interior Department by taking from it effect that if the earth were flattened
business that the functions of each
all those bureaus that had anything the sea would be two miles deep all
department should be distributed to do with the public domain and, to- - over the world.
The editor reprinted this note with
among the bureaus, which Congress eether with the Forestry Bureau, con
designated as occasion required de- centrate therii in another department, the following comment:
"If any man is caught flattening the
fining their power and authority. where their combined strength couia
These bureaus were wholly subordishoot him on the spot There's
earth,
the
utillsedVto
propaganda
promote
a whole lot of us In this state who
nate to the heads of the several de- be
domain
the
public
tooperate
partments and their chiefs were gene- designed
as a national estate for the conserva- can't swim." Success Magazine.
In
President.
the
by
rally appointed
tion of certain bureau chiefs. The In
A Poor "Worm."
the early history of the government terior
Department was to be left with 'Tease It is said that silkworms fed
and until recent years bureau chiefs the Patent
Office
Pension
the
Office,
on different leaves produce silks of
were not advertised; their acts were and the
Eleemosynary .Institutions.! varied
credited to the several departments Even the national
colors; thus vine leaves prowere to be
parks
emtc which they belonged rather than
it and patrolled by men duce a bright red, and lettuce an
from
taken
to the bureau. Subordination as well
erald
green.
lands
the
grazing
green uniforms;
as efficiency demanded that they act in
Crlmsonbeak Well, when this par
were to be leased to the influential
through the heads of the departments and more powerful stockmen; the ticular worm produces a silk dress for
his wife, he doesn't feel like eating
tc which they were assigned. They forests held or disposed of in
Tonkera
were the servants of the departments
with the timber barons; the anything tor a month."
Statesman.
as- the departments were of the execuor
on
lease
mined
lands
mineral
tive. Executive discipline in the early
royalty to those who would contribute
v
Cheated.
days of the government tolerated no their" support to this"
semblance .: of Insubordination; this
Manager What's the leading lady
and the water
combination,
in such a tantrum about?
was for the simple reason that the re-power and rights of way distributed ; Press Agent She only got nine
sponsiDiiity to toe executive lor the on a permit basis so as to hold the perconduct of the department was lodged mittee as a vassal to the service. bouquets over the footlights tonight
.In the head of the department.
Manager Great Scott! Ain't that
So
Finally, agricultural lands, at least in enough?
'
long as the federal bureau retained
on
held
to
be
were
equally
reserves,
Press Agent Nope she paid for
its subordinate character it perform- subservient
and perilous tenure.
tea
ed a necessary and wholesome func"No more gigantic political scheme
v
tion. ;
hisv,.,. has ever been attempted in the
Endless Suspicion.'
"By the laxity of this discipline, by
Its great danger
of the republic.
the encouragement of congress to tory
"Why can't that manager and the
has been in its appeal to sentimental- prima
donna come to a friendly unambitious bureau chiefs and through
the deliberate and persistent derstanding?" '
the itching for notoriety the bureau- ity! and
of facts; as, for in
cratic idea of government secured a misrepresentation
"It's impossible. If business is
stance, that the coal would be con good she is sure to feel that the manfoothold.
The bureaucratic idea is sumed
in fifty years, the timber in ager Is getting her work too cheap.
founded on the assumption that the
an equal period, the water power And If business is bad be Is certain
bureau head, or chief, is better fitted
watersheds denuded that she Isn't earning her salary."
to handle the affairs of the people monopolized, the
and posterity left naked and unpro. than they, are themselves.
A govern- tected. The
good intentions were all
The Only Thing.
ment becomes bureaucratic when the
in the headlines the motives
placed
Guest (after a particularly bad
pewer of its officers is v exercised in were masked in
platitudes.
lunch) There Is one thing on your
ruling rather than In serving the pubAll of this has left the
table which la unsurpassed in the fln-ilic.
The advocates of this system in the same condition as the manpublic
who
hotels in London.
say: 'The people do not know what is has been on a
Seaside Hotel Proprietor Very
protracted drunk, with
best for them; we will, therefore,
his head swelled, his mind uncertain thd of you to say so, sir. May I ask
oyeuuusiB to uireci tnem or to and. his purposes confused. '
what you refer to?
do for them what the specialists think
Quest-'T- ne
"No country, except Russia, which
salt! London Opinion.
is the right thing.'. , If this is a sound
to the bureau idea, has unview of executive administration in adheres
WALL 8TREET.
dertaken to treat the forests as na
uepanments tnere is no reason why tional. Germany, cited as a guide in
the chief of a bureau should not be
to the na
an American citizen. He mleht b an forestry, does not adhere
tional forest idea.
Her forests are
Austrian, or of any other nationality, held and !
managed by the y revenue
so long as he possesses the
special turned into the several "States, there
The representative idea
capacity.
no Imperial forests. We all know
is wholly lost The sympathetic re- are
the forests in our Rocky Mountain
lation of the official to the
public, as states are generally dissimilar in
its agent and servant, is entirely
obBecause of this fact thy
literated and the very elements which character.
of the states in which the
people,
encourage and promote arbitrary forests stand
may best know how they
power and despotic tendencies are
can be made to contribute to the wel
here given full sway.
fare of that state. I am not unmindthe meM whereby this idea could
be
carried into effect by investing certain ful that many such suggestions will
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rules and ; regulations
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o next phrase made her "hesitate.
'Answer by letter, giving reference
and stating reason for leaving last em-

Fraternal Societies

ployer."
Clearly, Constance could not give
Mr Gordon as a reference.
And it
would be difficult to explain her reason for leaving him. But Constance
looked affectionately about the bare
room, thought of her empty pocket- book and the fat, compelling landlady
downstairs, and set to work writing
an answer to the advertisement.
I think this will do." she said fin
ally repeating the last part of ber let
ter to herself. "I cannot give my last
employer as a reference, as 1 do not
want him to know where I am. I left
him because he could not give me
what I wanted" "There; that sounds
all right, and it isn't a lie. bu
it
doesn't give either of us away. It
sounds as if what I wanted was more
"
money, instead of
With a bootless sigh Constance fold
ed the letter, slipped It into the
sealed it and then dressed to
go and mail it and take a long walk
in the invigorating winter air.
Late that afternoon Mrs. Foley, the
landlady, brought word to Constance
that a gentleman had called to see her
In answer to an advertisement Mrs.
Foley, now that work was in prospect
for her pleasant little back-rooboarder, looked kind and almost motherly; for work meant promptly paid
board bills.
"I Just put him In my own parlor
and youll not be disturbed. Just shut
the door when you go In and stay as
long as you want to. I'll wait here till
you come back," she said.
A moment later Constance shut the
door behind her as she entered the
landlady's little parlor. Then she looked uncertainly to her new employer,
who Btood with his back to her, looking out of the window In the gather-
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And so, before William could think
of anything plausible to say, Constance Peck, the stenographer, passed
out of his life.
A tew mornings later Constance sat
In her little boarding house room In
dustrlously running through the ad
vertisements In a pile of newspapers.
Occasionally she stopped to make re
mark to herself on ner unhappy rate
' "If only." she thought "he hadn't
Wife I dont see how you can say
said he couldn't help It If he bad that Mr, Whltechoker has an effeminshe ate way of talking. He has a
done it because be wanted
very
broke oft, blushing and west to work loud voice.
v:
Husband I mean by an effeminate
finally she came to an advertise way of talking, my dear, that he talks
.woman
a
for
young:
ment that called
all the time. ,
of Just her requirements.
It read
"Wanted, a stenographer and private
The Tired Business Man.
secretary. Must be accurate and re-- VTheae'er he tain would rwt bis mini
flned. with some knowledge of law7'
He seta to see a show,
fen) IWwrejWty
ehorue stria
;n
jurt work." SoWl far Co--- "" s. Jrat
Are tstpstag ke a row.
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LOST A four or five week old bird
pup, with white body, black eare.
Santa Fe ixdge of
away from jail. Finder please
Perfection No. 1, Hth Strayed
return to Sheriff Closson.
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
TYPEWR.'TERS.
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza plies. Typewriter sold, exchanged
and
Standard makes handled.
Masons
Fcotish
Rite
are cor All rented.work
Visiting
and typewrite guarrepair
dially invited to attend.
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExS. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Phone 231.
Venerable Master change.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
AGENTS WANTED First-clas- s
for
Secretary.
this and surrounding counties, for the
"NEW STANDARD 1910 Census ATp. o.
LAS of the World." Agents making
Santa Fe Lodge No. $40.00 to $00.00
Best of
per week.
B.
P.
O.
hold
E.
40,
terms. Also Agents for
on
Its regular session
selling JUVENILE and HOLI
the second and fourth easy
DAY Books. Combination Outfit postWednesday of each paid only 20c. 50 per cent commission,
month. Visiting broth
tc agents. Full particulars free. Ad
era are lnviteu and
A. B. KUHLMAN, Publisher, 136
dress
welcome.
West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
CARL A. BISHOP.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Rulei
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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WANTED Woman cashier who can
Call at
speak English and Spanish.
Coronado Restaurant.

.

give you?"
"Tes," murmured Constance.
"Was it more money?"
Secretary.
"No."
"What made you think that what
you wanted was more than I could
give you? Dldnt you know when I
kissed
"I thought It was only pity," said
This time she went willConstance.
ingly to William Gordon's outstretchIndependent Order of Beavers.
ed arms.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, 1. O. B. bold
A long time later Constance and
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
William still sat in Mrs. Foley's par
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
lor. It was dark.
"Will you come tomorrow?" said era are always welcome.
GEO. W. P RICHARD.
William at last
President
'Do you mean in answer to the ad
C. J. NEIS,
vertisement?"
Secretary.
'No. Constance," said William. "I
can advertise for another stenographF. W. FARMER
er; I couldn't advertise again for a
wife."
Homestead No.
A little later, when William had
2879.
gone, Constance went blissfully up to
Brotherhood
of
her room and found Mrs. Foley wait
American Yeomen
" Meets
ing patiently.
Secon
"Lends," said Mrs. Foley, as she got
and Fourth Thurs
where
she
low
had
from
chair
the
up
Delgado's
days,
been sitting. "Did you get the Job?
Hall. H. Foreman,
Tou were long enough about It
C. G. Richie, Cor.
"Yes," said Constance happily, "and
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
oh, Mrs. Foley, It's for life. I'm going
Farmer.
to be married tomorrow."
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FOR RENT Beavers Home. Possession Oct. 1st. Apply to J. M. Diaz.

Regular

CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

"Constance!" said the man, and Wil
liam Gordon faced her. There was a
new light in his steady gray eyes, and
a new assurance In his bearing.
Coastance, awed, said nothing.
"Constance, you answered my ad,"
he smiled. "Did you leave me because you wanted something I couldn't

,

FOR SALE Fine milk cow. App'y
Mrs Dudrow 242 Agua Fria Road.

conclave fourth MonFurnished or unfurnished rooms for
day In each month at rent suitable for light housekeeping.
Masonic Hail at 7:30 No sick need apply. 105 Guadalupe

Santa Fe Cams
13514,

M.

W. A.

fleets second Tues
day each month, so
clal meeting tLird
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Vlsting neigh

'

I

second

H. P.

said.

to"

FOR SALE Excellent saddle pony.
at New Mexican.

No.

Regular

ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

ing dusk.
'1 believe you want to see me," she

,

Furnished rooms, 102

Monday of each month
FOR RENT Six momed brick cot.
at Masonic Hall a'
tage. Bath, ranee, light. O. C. Wat
7:30 p. m.
son & Co.
JOHN 11. WALKER,

Pin That Turned Philosopher.
Once there was a pig with a sensi
tive snout and a quirky tail. His feet
were black with the muck of the Bty
and his thick yellow skin, once soft
and pink, was covered with stiff bris
tles.
The pig proved beyond peradven- ture that his natural function was to
wallow and root and gorge, but one
day he took his snout out of the
trough and said, "Bless me, what's the
use of being a mere pig! I have specialized on swill long enough; It bores
me. This sty Is fine, after its sort
but as a constant passion and environment It gets on one's nerves. I need
a fad, a folly, a dash of enlivening bitters In the cup of existence. Let me
see oh, yes, I'll be a philosopher, at
least Sundays, and tell the nightingales how to really sing."
And It was so, and the reporters
waited on the pig and put his aphorisms into the daily papers and the
tears."""-'y"n;.'-'.people said, "Oh. my!"
This was some time ago. The pig
"I bribed him to go for a. walk," said
Constance. Then, without a moment's has since passed into pepsin and pork
warning to poor, defenseless William, and lard and toothbrushes and fertwo big tears splashed from her eyes tilizer, and Is now a very useful,
partitioned, condown on the senseless typewriter though thoroughly
tribution to the tocial welfare.
keys.
In a moment, William, regardless of
all resolutions, had Constance in his
Classified.
arms and was kissing her cheeks; and
"What kind of a voice has that Mrs.
Constance, likewise regardless of reso- Highcy, anyhow
asked Squlggles.
lutions, was crying comfortably on his
"I dont know exactly," said Dubb-lelgshoulder.
But in another moment
"Im not up on voices, but I
Con should say. Judging from her pertiboth remembered themselves.
stance pulled herself free.
nacity In singing 'Cavalleria Rustl-can"I I beg your pardon. Miss Peck.
from 7:00 a. m. to 10 p. m. every
really didn't mean to. I I Just couldn't day of the week that she's what you
help It I never could stand tears."
might call an 'intermezzo soprano.'"
They stood looking uncomfortably
Harper's Weekly.
at each other. At that moment the
HUSBAND AND WIFE.
door opened, and Johnny, radiant from
the foolish expenditure of his dime on
candy and sodawater, entered the
room. Constance and William reddened under his bird-likknowing
glance.
"As I Was Just saying, Mr. Gordon."
said Constance, going to the locker,
and getting her bat and coat "1 am
going now and I shall not come

tt

at

7.30.

.

back."

WANTS

bor

welcome.
L. G. WHITTIER,
CHaS. A. RISING, Clerk.

Consul

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

(07753)
Copies in triplicate to Forest Supervisor, Cowles, N. M.

Sept

12, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Santlai
go Ortega, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Sept 5, 1906, made homestead entry
No. 98S5, for SE 4 SW
and Lota
2. 3, 4, Section 31, Township 17
N.,
Range 12 E., N. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
described, before Register
or Receiver U. S. land office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 20th day of October,!
1--

1--

land-abov- e

1911.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Maria Ortega, Placido Armljo,
Fernandez Armijo, and Gregorio

Sandoval, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R, OTERO,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land Oince at Santa Fe, N. M.
Department of the Interior,
U. S.

September

12, 1911.

Notice Is hereby given that Ambro-cl-o
Cano, of Golden, N. M., who on
Feb. l, 1907, made homestead, No.
NW 4 Sec. 27, 8
10616, for N
section- 22, township 13 N,
SW
range 6 E, N. M. meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before register
and receiver U. S. land office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19th day of October,
2

1--

1-- S

1--

1911.

Claimant names as witnesses: Jose
Santa Fe Camp No.
Bernardo Cano, Daniel
6673, R. N. A. meet B. Cano,
fourth Tuesday of Wright, Roberto Armljo, all of Golden,
each month; so- N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
cial meeting third
'
Register.
Tuesday at Elks'
HalL

Visiting

neighbors welcome
NETTIE VICKROY,
Oracle
FLORENCE RISING.

Recorder.

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
ef the local railroads:

LET THE WANT

COLUMN DO IT.
A good live advertisement in th Leave
Want column of the New Mexican will

"A. T. A S. F. Ry."

8.10 a, m. connect with No 8 west
rent any property that is rentable.
10 eastbound.
There is always some one that wants bound, No.
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
what you have got but you must let

them know

s. m.
4 p. mp connect with No.
bound.

It

west-- '

l,

If you want anything on earth try
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6: SO
a New Mexican want as.
m.
s.
The New Mexican Priming Com
7:20 p. m. coneet with No. 7 and
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Jus I westbound; No. 4 and 8 eeetbound,
Returning arrfv at 8ana Fe 11:11 .
ticee of the peace. They are especial
ly ruled, with printed headings. Is s. m.
D. A ft. Q. Ry.
either Spanish or English, made ot
Leaves 10:16 a. m. for north. '
good record paper, strongly and durArrive 3:06 p. m. from north.
ably hound, with leather back and
New 'exloo Central Ry.
covers end canvas sides, hall full
Leave 6:46 p. m., contorts with No.
Index tn front and the fees of Justice
ot the peace and constables printed I east and 1 south and west
Arrive 8.18 p. m. with connections
In full on the Srst page. The page
Combined Civil and Crlnilnm .. 4.VT from No. 3 east
Inches. These books art
are 10
Herewith are some bargains offered
made up In elv0 and criminal docket
separate ot 4 pages each, or with by the New Mexican PrintingCom-panCode of Civil Precedure of the
both civil and criminal bound la on
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
book, 80 pases civil and 820 peg
criminal. To introduce them they art bound, 81; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
offered at the following Drices
Pleading forms, 36; Missouri . Coda
Civil or Criminal
Pleadings. 86; the two for 810. .
For 4R cents aU'etonal tor a slngl Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
docket or 66 cents additional for
of New Mexico. 1880. It 11 and 1MZ, ,
combination docket, they will be sent Bagllih and Spanish pamphlets, $2.26 r
by mall or prepaid express. Cash la tall leather 33.
Flexible
8herir
full most- - accompany
order. Suu
ver Pock t Dockets, single, $1.36;
'
plainly whether English or Spanier ewe er mere books, 31 each.
Now
printed heading is wanted.
and 10 Inclusive, 83.30 each.'
TO AND FROM ROSWELt..
sflatlen Corporation Las, 76
nation Mining Laws, o e MeaeyV
Connections mule with Automobile
of New Vexiea Resorts.
Jigeet
v
line at Vaughn for Rosven, daiu
8C60: (nil Hat
utomoblle leaves Vaughn for Roe
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ro
Have you lurnitaeoReome toftentTw
well at 8:80 p. m. Automooil
leavet
A little campaign Want advortiaUuti
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. Tht In the New Mexican will keep the in--.i
'are between Santa P and Torranc come from your furnished rooms from,
s 0 and between Torrance and lapsing. The classified column are "
I loewea 810.
Reserve seats on auto always looked np closely and It
I uotZa ?
VM
V
saf yon van
y;

........ i.....
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" UNCLE SAM "

"owling about the Trusts,
i WHAT'S
JOh High
J THP INF
Prices, Etc., and then
go to the market and call for K. C. Meats, when you
Inspects all (he BEEF, iVEAL AND PORK we sell. ; have better meats right here at home, and at one-ha- lf
of the K." C mpattV
.
the nrice
.A nvmai
.ww .
Tf M7 t u;a Ul
f
to
J
some
on
NATIVE MEAT5
give you
going
prices
We Buy the Best K. C. Meats.
.aiuv
hi -- avw ;uu wiiic 11IU11C y ailU al
i
the same time keen vour mnnev at hnmp whpro vnn
Phone No. i.
F. Andrews Phone No. 4 will get a chance to see it again.
W

Iw-niviiv-

TT

Rib Roasts,

F

15c lb
1

Boilinir Beef,

WHEN BUYING A WATCH GET THE BEST
One that meets every demand for perfect serviceone that
combines perfection in the worksstyle and character in the
case to satisfy and please individual taste and requirements.
Jewelrv nf All Kink
-iWHr
u m
Ifar

i.

10c & 12c
12c
Roast, -

Pot Roasts,

.

Rump

Mounted Gold and Silver
Filigree Work
,

Legs,
Stew,

A

.

15c lb

Legs,

AND

Diamond Goods

S. SPITZ, THE JEWELER- -

Veal Stew,

iu New

and

Second-Han-

Furniture, Oueensware, Tinware,

01
--J
-- J

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

0J

n
Q

Highest.Cash Price Paid for

Second-Han- d

f

Good.

Z

New and

D

Second-Ban-

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

d

PHONE, 59 BLACK.

15c

.

Forequtrs, 8c lb

Veal or Rib Chops,
15c
2 lbs for 35c
Steak, ' .

For

.

.

Boy Scouts Meet Tonight There
will be a meeting of the, Boy Scouts
in the roomB this eveningfrom 7:30
to 9 o'clock. The scouts .will .get. a
lesson in knot tying by the scout mas- ter and afterwards there .will be, a
talk on f'Scout Honor," by'Jhe Rey,;B.
Z. McCullough.
,
Many Candidates Initiated F. W.
Farmer Homestead Brotherhood of
American Yeomen initiated a class of
32 candidates . last evening at their
There; were over-onregular meeting.
hundred members 'present..:. Refreshments were Served and dancing
indulged in for the good of the order.
The Yeomen hereafter . wjji meet ; .IM
,.

Spring Chix, . . 25c per lb

SPUDS

i

The " Spud Trust " is busted, k :

O

ouiicr,

73

SANTA FE, N. M.

l

0 Jbs
io lor ooc
:

:

1

for . 25c

Please get in your order as early as possible and we
can give you better service.

73

m

2

,'

Canteloupes, Cucumbers
Cauliflower,
Spinach,

Tomatoes,
Celery,
Head Lettuce,

w
ra
T3

P"

ROSES, Pink
ASTERS,

,

; CACTUS

Turk-congres- s,

NOW ITS A WATER JACKET
THAT DELAYS FOWLER.

(Br Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Emigrant Gap, Calif., Sept. 29. Aviator Fowler was delayed this morning
by a cylinder water Jacket , which
sprunk a leak. ,
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

BOYS, TAKE NOTICE.

X

There will be needed as
S pages at the Democratic con-ij- S
S
vention next week about 20
active boys. If interested call
3i and see Frank Butt at Butt
.
S Brothers Drug store.
Si

X$83S383838S836SS383838S

'.

At the

.

and White.
SWEET PEAS.

DAHLIAS,

Lomj-Stemme-

,

Pink,' White, Primrose, Orange and Scarlet.
. . Clarendon-garden- s
vi . Phone

We

12

conforms to the most modern methods,
recommendation good wort aiwavs
secures, ana employ only highly skilled
intelligent workmen, being thus able to
guarantee all wort we do.
Our customers incur bo risk of any
kind, for in addition to oar guaranteed
plumbing, we install "taodaisT guaranteed fixtures the finest of their Kind.
3 Let us estimate for yoa.

Oar

,

q

BOYS WIN GAME; BUT
- s GIRLS OUTCLASS THEM
,

' The boys and girls of the high
school played a game of basketball
yesterday afternoon and many wit
nessed the game. The score at the
first half was 6 to 5 in favor of the
girls and at the end of the game, it
was 16 to 17 in favor of the boys. .It
was only by accident that the result
was thus .however, as the girls out
classed the boys in every point ot the
game. They did not fumble the ball
or make as many errors as did their
stronger opponents. The girl's team
was as follows: Helen Winter, Center; Miriam Cartwright and . Lulu
Mills and
Krick, guards? Madeline
Dorothy Safford, forwards. The boys
were Sparks, center; John Walters,
and W, Goebel, forwards; Morton Sei
igman and Alfred Wiley, guards

are Scientific Plumbers

practice
8r ftelfeve
in the

"
the FiremeiUB hall.
Tonight's program at the.ks', Her.
Sacrifice, A Mother ?andjBons of '76,
The Stolen Horse, and Mr. Inquisitive.
All good ones. " .

POULTRY
20c per lb

county.

Special

.

A

2c

leaa4 Wire New Mexican)
London, Sept 29. The stock market was depressed today on reports
the Italian
jtnat Turkey would resist
Proposed occupation of Tripoli.
'
lBn bond8 el1 Wur Points and Italian
securities one point at the opening.
(Br

--

3O

-

d

; 10c

.

6VH

l--

BradV
For congress,
ford Prince; hM nomination is conoed;
ed. George Curry, former governor!
i3 a strong candidate. He Is opposed
by B. S. Rodey, former delegate to
and recently from Alaska,
and Geo. W. Prichard of Lincoln

2

Loin or Rib Chops,

3 lbs 25c
12

jy

spector, or Eufracio Gallegos.

29.

corporation commissioners,
Milk and Cream always: on hand
Secretary of the Territory Nathan
at Capital City Dairy. Phone-.BlacJaffa, Secundino Romero,1 Las Vegas;
,.'- 188.
E. A. Miera, a member of the recent
Good
at
the
Elks'.
Again tonight
convention.
constitutional
j
pictures. ,
For land commissioner, Robert P.
Naim Is thm Tim tn ian1afifali
umbent of the of-stock of EdisonRecords. C, L Grant. Ervien'
Santa Fe Trail Curio Co.. hasthe:Hc under territorial government. -full list of Amberol -- Records, alsoj For Measurer, .Sylvester A.Mirabel,
Otero,
governor Miguel
phonographs with the latest improve-fne- r
For auditor, W. G. Sargent, present
merits. Call and hear them!
Look at the Advertisement of Adolf audltor'
Seligman today. It means that during
convention' week he will seUevery-thln- g MIERA ' FOR SENATE ; "
A, D .VARGAS FOR HOUSE
at reduced prices. It jpayji to
,.
have conventions.
The legislative district convention
From 56 to 75 Degrees That was of Rio Arriba and Sandoval .county.
the range in temperature yesterday met this forenoon at Las Vegas and
and the average relative humidity was .nominated E. A. Miera of Cuba, San-6per cent. There was atrace of doval county, for the state senate and
rain last night. Yesterday-- . was. a j mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

VEGETABLES
C

V

......

Hens,

Dealer

.

xxxxxxx

XX

STOCK MARKET DEPRESSED
'
BY TALK OFxWAR,

vicinity. Apparently a heavy rain fell

Chops, . 20c lb.

.

X X

From Page One,)

(Continued

i

The finest you ever saw.

Roast,

DAVID LOWITZKI,

Hamburger

Shoulder Oiods.

15c
3 for lbs 25c

.

L... A
V

Sterling Silver,
Cut Glass,
Decorated China

iir

lb

c

15

Por'r House

QfAot--

Some fine Mutton is now coming in.

IN EXQUISITE DESIGNS

t

lb

Round

tt

y

im

All

5c lb

-

38 38

9

;

Sirloin

it

X

BP.

CONVENTION NEWS IN BRIEV:Va A. D." Vargas of OJo Callente, Rio Ar-BY ASSOCIATED PRES8. Tiba county, for the house.

X
Santa Fe, N. M., Sejjt.
38
38 The weather for New'ltexicd
It Is generally fair in sotttU poiv S
Si tion tonight
and Saturday. 38
X
38
Local rain in north portion.
3638363838 8 38X36383838363836
Special Price on the Davenport Roller Bearing Wagons at Goebels.

" QUANTITY AND QUALITY "

MARKET ;

BSlie

92

PHONE

29, 1911.

PHONE

92

HAYUUftRll'Q MARKPTphone
11m iiiuiu u iwmmiLi

TO)

r

I

SWEET PEAS,
DAHLIAS,
PANSIES.
JAMES C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers.
415 Palace Avenue.

Phone, Black 204.

STOIR1

TTp1

t

92

FOR SALE BY
Santa Fe Hardware and Supply .Co.
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